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GAGE Final Report  
 
Reporting period: 01 July 2017 - 31 December 2018 

 

0. Introduction 

 

Herein we report the activities of the final year of the Cooperative Agreement 2013 – 2018 UNAVCO                 

Community Proposal: Geodesy Advancing Geosciences and EarthScope (EAR–1261833). The         

previously submitted Y5 annual report was offset one quarter from the award year in order to meet                 

reporting deadlines established in Fastlane, and covered Y4Q4 - Y5Q3 (01 July 2017 - 30 June 2018).                 

This final report and metrics expand upon the previously submitted Y5 annual report to cover Y4Q4 -                 

Y5Q4 (01 July 2017 - 30 September 2018). Activities that took place during the no cost extension                 

period (01 October 2018 - 31 December 2018) were of very limited scope for NSF-PLR Antarctic                

preparation and deployment, as well as pre-AGU meeting expenses. 

The GAGE Facility provides engineering, equipment and data services that support research projects             

for investigators using a spectrum of geodetic techniques to conduct scientific investigations that             

include the study of earthquake processes, mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate            

boundary zone deformation, intraplate deformation and glacial isostatic adjustment, global geodesy           

and plate tectonics, atmospheric science, global change, polar science, and hydrogeodesy. These            

projects are NSF-EAR Earth Sciences, NSF-PLR Arctic and Antarctic, and NASA-funded and include             

individual Principal Investigator (PI) projects, as well as large interdisciplinary collaborative           

community projects for shared infrastructure and open data sets, such as AfricaArray, GNET,             

COCONet, and POLENET, and the larger multi-disciplinary, multi-agency EarthScope project PBO           

network and associated imaging and campaign GNSS components. The GAGE Facility also provides             

support for education and broader impacts including technical short courses, faculty professional            

development focused on geodetic techniques, curricular materials incorporating geodetic data and           

methods, geo-workforce development including internships and support of students from          

underrepresented groups, and community communications and engagement.  

The following report appendices are also provided: 

● Appendix A: Tables listing continuous GNSS networks for which UNAVCO provided support 

● Appendix B: Impacts 

● Appendix C: Administration 

 

1. The UNAVCO Community and Consortium 

 
1.1 THE UNAVCO CONSORTIUM  
 

UNAVCO, a non-profit, university-governed consortium, facilitates geoscience research and education          

using geodesy. The consortium includes 119 US academic Members, primarily degree-granting           

institutions, that participate in its governance and science community (Figure 1-1). Another 111             

Associate Members include organizations that share UNAVCO’s purpose at home and abroad, giving             

UNAVCO global reach in advancing geodesy (Figure 1-2).  
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Figure 1-1: UNAVCO Membership profile. UNAVCO membership includes research universities and           

affiliated research organizations,, comprehensive Master’s granting universities, as well as a growing            

base of selective liberal arts colleges and minority serving institutions.  

Figure 1-2. UNAVCO Associate Member profile since incorporation. Associate Members share           

UNAVCO’s purpose and form a global community for scientists who may otherwise be professionally              

or geographically isolated. This community engages in international partnerships essential to the            

advancement of global geodesy and UNAVCO’s mission.  

 
Facility Highlights: 

 

UNAVCO publishes highlights of community science as Snapshots and GAGE facility projects as             

Highlights, available on the homepage of the website (www.unavco.org). These summaries provide a             

broad sampling of various projects and activities supported by GAGE; specifically, they showcase             

outreach activities, education and community focused events, installation of new instrumentation,           

operations and maintenance summaries, new software and technologies available to the community,            

and geophysical event responses. A full listing of Highlights is available online.  
 
1.2 UNAVCO SCIENCE COMMUNITY 

 

While the UNAVCO consortium comprises 230 institutional Members and Associate Members, its            

community includes the scientists, educators, and other professionals who are committed to its             

mission and use its resources. Thousands of individuals from around the world formally interact with               

UNAVCO on an ongoing basis through its scientific collaborations, governance, science planning            

coordination, engineering services, data services, and its ECE  activities.  
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1.2.1 Community Publications 

The geodesy community publication database is a compendium of science and education publications             

that have referenced UNAVCO, used UNAVCO equipment or services, or used the            

UNAVCO-supported NASA Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Network (GGN), including          

data from EarthScope and the Plate Boundary Observatory. The impact of UNAVCO-supported            

publications are reported with three key metrics (Figure 1-3): (1) number of journals tracks the               

subdiscipline diversity of UNAVCO-supported projects within the geosciences, (2) the number of            

individual contributions that reference UNAVCO , its major projects, or other distinctive search            

terms, and (3) tens of geodesy articles that directly or indirectly rely on UNAVCO’s fundamental               

contributions that are foundational to any modern study of positioning or imaging geodesy. For              

instance, every global GNSS survey relies on fundamental tools like teqc (developed and supported at               

UNAVCO) or the ITRF (supported by UNAVCO enhancement and maintenance of the GGN and other               

key GNSS stations, and UNAVCO support for coordination of the IGS, etc.). It also includes projects                

modeled on UNAVCO-developed technologies, such as those deployed in the Plate Boundary            

Observatory (PBO), such as the national Chinese deformation network BEIDOU whose design was             

informed by numerous visits and technical exchanges between CEA and UNAVCO. Publications in             

this last group only rarely references UNAVCO directly. The search uses a larger set of tested criteria                 

in an attempt to capture every high-precision global geodesy paper that relies on UNAVCO              

fundamentals. The criteria have been refined to minimize spurious results, for instance by only              

searching a restricted set of subjects and carefully constructed word associations. We expect that in               

the nearly 10,000+ publications found, some outlier papers are included, and some worthy papers are               

missed. Nonetheless, this metric provides us with a stable and objective proxy of the growth trend in                 

the reach of UNAVCO work. Because the numbers are so large, they are plotted as 10s of publications                  

each year. The complex nature and wide scope of UNAVCO work precludes differentiation of the               

publications supported specifically by the GAGE award.  

 

Figure 1-3. UNAVCO Geodesy Community Publications, January 2003 through December 2018.  
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1.2.2 Publications, Abstracts, and Other Products Created by UNAVCO Staff  

Publications and conference abstracts by UNAVCO staff are available in research.gov. In addition,             

UNAVCO staff produced other materials in service to the community including data DOIs, technical              

documents accessible to the community via the Knowledge Base, and web Highlights and Science              

Snapshots (Table 1-1).  

1.2.3 Broader Impacts for Community, Governance and Management 

 

UNAVCO Websites 
UNAVCO staff manage multiple websites in service to the community. Websites are accessed by the               

UNAVCO community, broader science community, educators, students and the general public (Table            

1-2). UNAVCO websites are managed by the Web Team, Section Editors, and staff subject matter               

experts who contribute web content. Content for the seven main sections of the primary UNAVCO               

website are the responsibility of seven Section Editors.  

 

Table 1-1. GAGE Facility products; award to date. 

GAGE Facility Products 

Year 1 
(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 - 
2016-09) 

Year 4 
(2016-10 - 
2017-09) 

Year 5 
(2017-10 - 
2018-09) 

GAGE 
Total 

Datasets Published by DOI 1820 1051 246 580 111 3808 

Knowledge Base Docs Created 19 22 22 3 3 69 

Knowledge Base Docs Updated 48 36 123 29 36 272 

Highlights Published 33 33 24 23 23 136 

Science Snapshots Published 9 14 15 18 10 66 

 

Table 1-2. GAGE to date activity for the primary UNAVCO websites. The “number of users” metric                

quantifies the number of different site visitors. Total number of sessions quantifies the number of               

visits to the website separated by > 0.5 hr. Number of “pageviews” quantifies the number of individual                 

pages viewed. 

Website Impacts 

Year 1 
(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 - 
2016-09) 

Year 4 
(2016-10 - 
2017-09) 

Year 5 
(2017-10 - 
2018-09) 

GAGE 
Total 

Number of Users 202,622 232.004 234,739 213,774 280,222 1,163,361 

Number of Sessions 304,006 355,153 370,339 338,640 432,853 1,800,991 

Page Views 724,072 832,549 887,706 869,178 1,116,323 4,429,828 

 
GAGE Outreach and Impact 
Outreach activities are conducted in support of GAGE by all UNAVCO staff. Staff regularly interact               

with the public, stakeholders, National Park Service staff, schools, landowners where instrumentation            

is sited, and other similar groups. Table 1-3 summaries the numbers of events conducted and Table                

1-4 summarizes individuals reached. Large event visitors include interactions with participants at the             

biannual USA Science and Engineering Festival and visitors to the PBO/GNSS museum display that              

was at the Hatfield Marine Science Center in Newport, Oregon and is now on display at the Pacific                  

Science Center in Seattle, Washington. Other interactions are of higher duration and impact, but              

smaller overall in number. A substantial investment was made in participation in the annual meetings               

of GSA and AGU both in the form of presentations and an exhibit booth to highlight community                 

support by GAGE. The exact number of interactions is difficult to document. Attendance at the GSA                

annual meeting is typically over 5,500 and the AGU Fall Meeting grew each year and is on the order                   

of 25,000. Interactions take place with community members, other scientists, researchers, and            

students. GAGE also had an exhibit presence at the 2017 and 2018 Seismological Society annual               

meeting, where staff connected with geodesists and seismologists, and with students who could             

benefit from GAGE resources and services.  
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Table 1-3. Activities and products for all UNAVCO Programs (GI, GDS, ECE). 

Outreach: Activities (Qty) 

Year 1 
(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 -
2016-09) 

Year 4 
(2016-10 - 
2017-09) 

Year 5 
(2017-10 - 
2018-09) 

GAGE 
Total 

 Short Courses 9 5 12 4 11 41 

 Workshops and Outreach Events 56 43 54 52 42 247 

 Internship Programs 2 3 3 3 3 12 

 

Table 1-4. Number of people reached through the activities identified in Table 1-3, organized by               

audience. Researchers and research faculty include most faculty who do not teach; university and              

college faculty includes tenure and non-tenure track faculty whose work typically includes teaching,             

research, and service. Other Professionals include those who do not identify as faculty or in the                

pipeline categories. Examples of Other Professionals include Emergency Managers, Park Interpreters,           

Federal Agency staff, and Sponsors. Large event visitors are individuals visiting museum displays. 

Outreach: Individuals Reached 
(Qty) 

Year 1 
(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 -
2016-09) 

Year 4 
(2016-10 - 
2017-10) 

Year 5 
(2017-10 - 
2018-09) 

GAGE 
Total 

 Researchers + Research Faculty 146 81 146 92 72 537 

 University + College Faculty 288 125 213 177 234 1,042 

 Post-docs 42 19 160 16 46 283 

 Graduate Students 166 209 459 83 370 1,287 

 Undergraduate Students 234 163 239 137 428 1,201 

 Public / K-12 Students 178 144 729 460 119 1630 

 K-12 Faculty 207 149 442 234 214 1,246 

Other Professionals 389 158 242 301 178 1,268 

Large Event visitors 113,137 69,550 78,882 70,442 227,639 559,650 

 
2. Geodetic Infrastructure Program 

 

2.0 GI Program Highlights for GAGE Y5 
 

Alaska M 7.9 Earthquake Response  
A Magnitude 7.9 earthquake occurred at 09:31:42 UTC on January 23, 2018 (00:31:42 local), 280 km                

SE of Kodiak, Alaska. Signals from this event were recorded by 16 UNAVCO GNSS stations that were                 

streaming high rate (1 Hz) data in real time (Figures 2-1 & 2-2). These data allowed peak ground                  

displacements (PGD) to be calculated automatically from the displacement traces within seconds of             

the earthquake, with a magnitude derived from inverting the PGDs of M7.8 (Figure 2-2). UNAVCO               

downloaded high-rate 1-sps (1 Hz) and 5-sps (5 Hz) GNSS data from Plate Boundary Observatory               

stations within 2,000 km of the epicenter for a 6-hour time window around the event (± 3 hours). A                   

map of GNSS stations downloaded is shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1. Continuous GNSS stations (circles/squares) near the epicenter (yellow star) of the January              

23, 2018 M 7.9 earthquake 280 km SE of Kodiak, Alaska. UNAVCO downloaded available high-rate               

GNSS data from PBO stations within 2,000 km of the epicenter (circles) for a 6-hour time window                 

around the event (±3 hours). 1Hz data were successfully acquired from nearly all regional PBO               

stations (green circles). 5Hz data were only recorded and acquired by a subset of regional PBO                

stations (inset squares within circles) primarily due to communications limitations/expense in Alaska.            

In addition, UNAVCO captured real-time data streams from 16 of these PBO stations (red circles).               

(Figure by Christine Puskas, UNAVCO) 
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Figure 2-2. Preliminary real-time GNSS results and magnitude estimate calculated from the geodetic             

data for the M 7.9 earthquake 280 km SE of Kodiak, Alaska. Traces show the 1-sps (1-Hz)                 

displacements generated by UNAVCO in real-time. The vertical dashed line shows the event origin              

time. Dark and light dots show the predicted P-wave and S-wave arrival times, respectively. The               

Magnitude Scaling Relation plot to the right shows the Peak Ground Displacements (PGD) calculated              

automatically from the displacement traces. The magnitude derived from inverting the PGDs, M7.8, is              

shown as a green dashed line. Only sites at less than 1000 km from the event (black triangles) are                   

used to invert for the magnitude. Sites > 1000 km from the event and AC20 and AV34 are excluded.                   

Note: preliminary results shown here are subject to revision. (Figure by K. Hodgkinson, UNAVCO) 

 

2.1 GI OVERVIEW  
 

This UNAVCO program integrates all geodetic infrastructure and data acquisition capabilities for            

continuously operating observational networks and shorter term deployments. Supported activities          

include development and testing, advanced systems engineering, the construction, operation, and           

maintenance of permanent geodetic networks around the globe, and engineering services tailored to             

PI project requirements. The GI program coordinates closely with Geodetic Data Services program             

(Section 3) to assure the highest standards of data quality control, metadata integrity, ease and               

transparency of data access for the UNAVCO user community, and to provide appropriate and timely               

metrics on data usage for sponsors. Major projects currently supported by the GI program include the                

~1,130 station Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) core and affiliated stations, Polar networks in             

Greenland and Antarctica (GNET and ANET, together known as POLENET), COCONet spanning the             

Caribbean plate and its boundaries, TLALOCNet stations in Mexico, the multidisciplinary           

AfricaArray, and several other smaller continuously observing geodetic networks. UNAVCO now           

supports operations and management (O&M) of ~760 cGNSS stations globally in 66 different PI              

networks, which is lower than the number stations reported for Y5Q3, continuing a downward trend               

over the last 2 years of the GAGE Facility. The GI program provides engineering services to individual                 

PIs for shorter term GNSS and TLS projects, and other investigator-led data acquisition that had been                

previously managed by UNAVCO.  

 

While a large share of GI resources in GAGE are tied to ongoing O&M of the PBO, NASA GGN, and                    

POLENET continuous GNSS (cGNSS) networks and ongoing support to PI projects, community input             

informed two key areas for enhancement, as delineated in the GAGE proposal: 

● The continued upgrade of PBO to high rate (>1 Hz), low latency (<1 s), well-hardened sites to                 

support research activities related to dynamic fault rupture and volcanic eruption processes,            

and for early detection of earthquake and volcano hazards and risk mitigation.  
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Continued evaluation of the upgrade of all GNSS receiver pools for implementation of full GNSS               

capability.  

 

Both of these tasks build on the specific recommendations of the Committee on National              

Requirements for Precision Geodetic Infrastructure [NRC, 2010]. The evaluation and selection of a             

UNAVCO preferred vendor for a new multi-constellation GNSS instrument was completed during            

GAGE Y2, with new GNSS instruments procured and initially deployed in Y3, with continued              

deployments in Y4 and Y5.  

 

At the close of Y5Q4, ~896 PBO, TLALOCNet, and COCONet stations were streaming data in real                

time and the PBO GNSS Operations team has deployed 133 of 135 Septentrio PolaRx5              

multi-constellation GNSS instruments (100 original and 15 additional for a total of 115 purchased by               

UNAVCO and 20 purchased by ODOT for deployment at PBO stations in Oregon by the close of GAGE                  

Y4Q4). No significant issues have arisen related to the introduction of these new PolaRx5 instruments               

into the PBO network. There are now 299 stations (~26%) in the PBO network that have been                 

upgraded to GNSS capability (i.e. at least GNSS+GLONASS). 

 

Beyond the nominal close of GAGE Y5Q4, the only GI-related activities that were undertaken during               

the NSF-approved No-cost Extension to GAGE were related to the preparation for and deployment to               

Antarctica for the Austral Summer field season of 2018-2019. Five of six Polar Services staff deployed                

to Antarctica for some portion of the US Antarctic Program field season. EAR PI Support engineer K.                 

Williams replaced OPP PI Support engineer B. Hodge for the 2018-2019 season and provided TLS               

and UAV/SfM support for several PI projects. 

 

At the close of Y5Q4, the GI group headcount is now 35 with 34.4 FTE, reflecting a decrease of one                    

staff member (EAR PI Support engineer) whose term appointment expired at the close of GAGE. 

 
2.2 COMMUNITY AND CONTINUOUSLY OBSERVING NETWORKS  
 

2.2.1 Plate Boundary Observatory and Related Projects 
 

 
Figure 2-3. Map of the NSF Plate Boundary Observatory, the geodetic facility of EarthScope, which               

includes 1,128 cGNSS, 76 BSM, 0 (formerly 6) LSM, 79 seismometer, 26 tiltmeter, and 144 surface                

met stations operating in September 2018. 
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UNAVCO operated and maintained the following instruments this period as part of the 

PBO network: 

● 1,128 permanent GNSS stations (1,097 PBO core, 31 affiliated) 

● 76 borehole strainmeters (74 PBO core, 1 NSF Continental Dynamics, 1 DOE CO
2
 

Storage) 

● 79 borehole seismometers (78 PBO core, 1 NSF Continental Dynamics) 

● 23 borehole pore pressure sensors 

● 26 shallow borehole tiltmeters 

● 1 long baseline laser strainmeter (5 decommissioned by close Y5; DHL1 remains 

operational, but w/o any future GAGE Facility support) 

● 144 meteorological stations  

● 896 real-time streaming GNSS stations (approximate total including ~815 PBO 

Core/Cascadia, 17 TLALOCNet, 57 COCONet, 6 in Tanzania, 1 in Nepal) 

 

2.2.1.1 cGNSS Network  
During GAGE Y5Q4, the PBO GNSS and Related Networks Group completed a number of tasks in                

support of the primary goal of maintaining the PBO GNSS network at a high level of performance. The                  

work involved upgrading PBO station telemetry to provide high-rate, real-time, multi-constellation           

GNSS capable data streams. Engineers continue to replace Trimble NetRS (GPS-only) receivers with             

Septentrio PolaRx5 (multi-constellation GNSS) receivers when the former fail. UNAVCO staff began            

to develop warehouse downsizing plans for both the Boulder office and completed downsizing of the               

San Clemente office. At the close of Y5Q4, 133 PolaRx5 instruments have been deployed, an increase                

of 5 over the close of Y5Q3.  

 

The 1,100 station core PBO GNSS network uptime percentage for the month of September was 94.5%.                

For GNSS, uptime is defined as fewer than three days since data delivery. For Y5Q4, the mean                 

network uptime percentage was 93.3% and for the project since inception uptime is 94.0%. In               

addition to decreased budget to support PBO O&M, many of the components in standard PBO               

systems are now >10 years old, including ~75% of the GNSS receivers and antennae, which may also                 

be a contributing factor in lower network uptime. 

 

PBO Collaborations (ODOT, Caltrans, IRIS, USGS, and NOAA) 
UNAVCO continued to work closely with a number of agencies to take advantage of existing and                

potential synergies. In Alaska, for example, UNAVCO installed a GNSS station in St Michael, AK for                

the Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS) for mean ocean surface level monitoring along with tide               

measurement in May, 2018. UNAVCO is also working with NOAA to place meteorological             

instruments at several PBO stations in Alaska. As part of an MOU with the Washington State                

Reference Network (WSRN), UNAVCO deployed a Trimble NetR9 and GNSS choke-ring antenna at a              

PBO station in SW Washington with the likelihood of adding others in the future. As part of a new                   

collaborative endeavor, UNAVCO deployed a Trimble NetR9 for the Montana Department of            

Transportation to upgrade P047 in Montana. Lastly, UNAVCO deployed 3 Caltrans-owned           

GLONASS-enabled NetR9 receivers at stations P244, P306, and P566, which are hosted by the state               

agency.  

 

During GAGE Y5, (Y1 of the USGS-funded Cooperative Agreement to incorporate Real-Time GNSS             

data into the ShakeAlert earthquake early warning system), UNAVCO staff worked with ANSS centers              

to determine suitable PBO sites for seismic collocation based on a variety of performance criteria.               

Land-use permits were modified to upgrade GNSS infrastructure and allow seismic collocation.            

Real-Time statistics for the GNSS dataflow from these sites was analyzed, and UNAVCO's processed              

solutions were made available to the ShakeAlert system. In the next year, 54 stations will be enhanced                 

with seismic instrumentation and a dedicated, autonomous GNSS stream will be routed through             

ANSS telemetry.  
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PBO-AK staff also continued to work closely with the USGS-Alaska Volcano Observatory            

(USGS-AVO), IRIS Transportable Array (TA), the Alaska Earthquake Center (AEC), the University of             

Alaska-Fairbanks, and the NOAA National Tsunami Warning Center to support joint operations,            

share resources, and to streamline work in Alaska making it more cost effective for all the institutions.                 

In preparation for the summer joint operations in Alaska, PBO staff participated in an end of season                 

review of joint operations (Fall 2017) as well as a joint operations planning meeting (Spring 2018)                

with the IRIS Transportable Array, AEC and USGS-AVO. These meetings allowed PBO management             

to identify areas of success as well as areas for improvement which resulted in the completion of all                  

maintenance targets in Alaska on-schedule and under-budget.  

 
Other Network Support 
UNAVCO staff continued to support the TLALOCNet, COCONet, and Rio Grande Rift projects. While              

the field work for TLALOCNet and COCONet came to an end in the last year, coordination with local                  

contacts was maintained to assist with station maintenance. A subset of these stations will be               

absorbed into the Network of the Americas (NOTA) as the next phase of GAGE begins October 1,                 

2018. TLALOCNet and COCONet project budgets were reviewed carefully to ensure successful            

closeout of the projects. Final reports were submitted on schedule and approved by NSF. 

 

2.2.1.2 Borehole Geophysics 

The Borehole Geophysics program, which includes PBO BSM Operation and Maintenance (PBO BSM             

Ops), has continued apace over the course of GAGE Y5 with continued operations and maintenance of                

PBO and borehole stations in Oklahoma (DOE), Turkey (GeoGONAF), and Montserrat (CALIPSO,            

now part of COCONet). 

 

Other activities in GAGE Y5 include upgrades to local L1 GNSS (used for timing) boards, and                

enhancements to power and communications infrastructure at BSM stations. In GAGE Y5 the PBO              

BSM Ops team continued evaluating each site for its data integrity and usability as the PBO BSM                 

network approaches nearly 15 years in age. At the close of GAGE Y4, UNAVCO started and continues                 

to operate independently of GTSM, although Mick Gladwin remains available for consulting as time              

permits.  

 

UNAVCO was funded by a subaward from a DOE proposal with Prof. Larry Murdoch at Clemson,                

which includes UNAVCO engineering effort to install a new borehole instrument package (from the              

PBO MREFC cache of remaining GTSM instruments) in Oklahoma and to develop new ways to               

remove anthropogenic and natural hydrologic signals with a focus towards improved monitoring of             

CO
2

sequestration reservoirs. Both a GTSM borehole strainmeter and the new Clemson-designed            

instrument package were successfully installed in GAGE Y4 yielding promising results both in the              

ability to monitor sequestration reservoirs and events as well as demonstrating new borehole strain              

technology that could be an order of magnitude less expensive than current techniques.  

 
2.2.1.3 Long Baseline Laser Strainmeter Subaward: UC San Diego 
UCSD operated six long baseline laser strainmeter (LSM) instruments throughout GAGE for the PBO              

network through a subaward administered by UNAVCO. UCSD has also analyzed the data from these               

instruments and delivered data products to UNAVCO as part of this subaward.  

 

This network will not be supported after the close of GAGE operations on 30 September 2018. The                 

LSM closeout plan, approved by NSF in March 2018, was to continue LSM network operations and                

data delivery as long as possible during Y5, while also ensuring that instrument decommissioning was               

completed before the close of GAGE Y5 within the available scope, schedule, and budgetary              

constraints of the subaward. LSM assets were transferred from NSF/UNAVCO to UCSD in May 2018.  

 

All PBO LSM operations ceased on 30 September 2018 as planned. The final decommissioning dates               

for the PBO LSM network were as follows: 
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● CHL2: offline 2018-08-28. 

● CHL1: offline 2018-08-28. 

● DHL2: offline 2018-06-19. 

● SCSI: offline 2018-01-30.  

● SCS2: offline 2017-12-22. 

● GVS1: offline 2015-05-20 (DHL1 became a nominal PBO station instead) 

● DHL1: UCSD will continue operations as long as possible beyond GAGE (but without             

PBO/GAGE support) 

 

Only one LSM station is still operating, DHL1, but it is no longer a PBO station. UCSD hopes to                   

continue operations beyond September 2018 using non-PBO/GAGE funding. UNAVCO continued to           

support DHL1 data flow until 30 September 2018. Data flow after 30 September 2018 will be                

performed without UNAVCO support. LSM data processing and products are described in 3.3.2. 

 

A review paper, ‘‘Longbase Strainmeter Measurements in the Plate Boundary Observatory’’ by Agnew             

and Wyatt, was submitted to the peer review journal Geophysical Journal International on             

September 27, 2018. This article documents the PBO/GAGE LSM network instrumentation and            

operation, data analysis strategies, procedures and data products implemented, and key findings            

resulting from PBO/GAGE subaward support. 

 

UCSD subaward activities were successfully concluded on schedule and within budget in Y5Q4. 

 

2.2.1.4 PBO Network Data Return and Data Quality 
The PBO network data return target is 85% for all data types except tiltmeters, for which the data                  

return is on a best effort basis. The summary for all PBO sensor types is shown in Table 2-1. The time                     

series for data return percentage for the entire period of the GAGE Facility is shown in Figure 2-4. For                   

Y5Q4, all PBO data types met or exceeded the data return target metric except for tiltmeter data.                 

Note: LSM data return takes into account the stations decommissioned in Y5. 

 

Table 2-1. PBO network cumulative data return percentage during GAGE (01 October 2013 through              

30 September 2018). Cumulative data return from all instrument types exceeded the minimum target              

value except for tiltmeter data (which are obtained only on a best effort basis). 

Period Target GNSS Seismic 
Borehole 

Strainmeter 

Laser 

Strainmeter 
Tiltmeter Pore Pressure 

Cumulative 

since 2013-10 
85% 95% 98% 98% 99% 83% 95% 
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Figure 2-4. PBO network data return during GAGE (01 October 2013 through 30 September 2018). 
 
2.2.1.5 Real-Time GNSS Network Operations 
At the close of Y5Q4, UNAVCO was processing 874 real-time stations. The average completeness              

across the UNAVCO RT-GNSS network was 85% for Y5Q4. The median latencies averaged 168              

milliseconds over Y5Q4, which is similar to the median value throughout Y5. 25% of the network                

consistently returned latencies (time of travel to the Boulder network operations center) of less ~125               

milliseconds which is also very similar to the value determined through Y5Q1 to Q3. 

 

 

Figure 2-5. Real time GNSS network at the end of GAGE Y5. Station colors are median latencies 

(milliseconds; 2018-09 values). 
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2.2.1.6 PBO Permitting Report 

GAGE Y5 was the second busiest and second most costly year under the GAGE Facility for                

re-permitting PBO stations, with ~100 permits expiring September 30, 2018. During GAGE Y5Q4,             

UNAVCO renewed 58 permits. All permit renewals included an assignability clause, and will continue              

to do so going forward. UNAVCO anticipated roughly $240K for permitting renewals during GAGE              

Y5, but was able to save ~$90k even with early renewals due to lower costs negotiated, consolidation                 

of sites onto the same agreement, and modifying some permits for step-schedule payments in lieu of                

one-time payments. UNAVCO’s permitting staff levels remained constant at 1.35 FTE. 

  

2.2.2 Field Support for the NASA GGN  
UNAVCO, in collaboration with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), is responsible for the operations              

and maintenance of the 59 permanent GNSS stations that comprise the NASA Global GNSS Network               

(GGN). Sixty-two receivers are operated in the GGN, as three stations have multiple receivers              

connected to a single antenna, including new multi-constellation-capable instruments. The new           

instruments operate side by side with legacy hardware, and receivers that are part of the NASA Space                 

Geodetic Program (SGP). 

 

 

Figure 2-6. Operational state of the NASA GGN on September 30, 2018. Green indicates an               

operational station. Stations in grey have been offline for a month or longer.  
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UNAVCO staff, comprising two full-time Engineers and 20% FTE Project Manager, monitor station             

network connections, ship replacement equipment to site operators as necessary, and construct new             

permanent sites as directed by JPL. UNAVCO staff work closely with local collaborators at each               

station for routine maintenance and troubleshooting data flow interruptions, and perform field            

maintenance and upgrades. Our staff conducted a total of 3,053 “Troubleshoots” of GGN stations over               

the five years of GAGE. 

 

Many field visits were conducted by UNAVCO GGN staff, including the upgrades of the antenna               

mount and data communications at QUIN in Quincy, CA, the installation of new GNSS              

monumentation at the NASA SGP Facility at McDonald Observatory in Texas, a new station              

installation, AHRT, near McMurdo station in Antarctica, and the installation of a temporary GNSS tie               

station at GUAM in preparation for an antenna mount upgrade in the coming months. Late in the                 

Y5Q4, UNAVCO also assisted with the installation of a new GGN station in Garni, Armenia. NASA                

approved the re-purposing of the receiver that had been pulled out of IGS station ARUC (and replaced                 

with an upgrade), in Aruch, Armenia, for use at Garni. Further details and descriptions of other GGN                 

and SGP activities are available in our quarterly reports. 

 
2.2.3 Polar Projects: POLENET  
 

POLENET support is a year-round effort for the UNAVCO Polar team. With telemetered cGNSS              

networks in Greenland and Antarctica, the staff supports a continuous cycle of network monitoring,              

planning, preparation and fieldwork. During GAGE Y5, Polar Services focused significant attention on             

GNSS network activities and managing data flow and quality control for both ANET and GNET, as                

well as lengthy field seasons in the Arctic and the Antarctic for site maintenance. With no active NSF                  

award, the support for the extensive Greenland network has been uncertain, although funding has              

been secured to keep the network fully operational at least through September 30, 2018. UNAVCO               

has worked with NSF and other stakeholders to develop cost saving strategies, which could support               

continued operation of the network.  

 

Provisions were made for GNET site maintenance in Y5, focusing on northern Greenland. This season               

saw the deployment of new GNSS receivers manufactured by Alert Geomatics/Xeos Technologies.            

The new Resolute receiver has built in Iridium communications capability, while consuming less than              

2 watts. The new receiver promises to reduce overall operational costs of remote sites by significantly                

reducing battery requirements. Overall GNET data recovery for the 42 sites, measured by data that               

reaches the UNAVCO archive, is 91%. At the close of Y5Q4, 90% of the GNET network was operating                  

nominally and actively transmitting data.  

 

UNAVCO also completed a successful field maintenance season in the Antarctic. By and large the               

ANET network was in good condition and maintenance requirements were moderate. In addition to              

critical preventive maintenance and repair, battery state of health analysis was performed at all sites               

on the maintenance plan. This testing on GNET and ANET batteries provides key data on long-term                

battery capacity trends throughout the networks, indicating that battery capacity deteriorates an            

average of 1-2% per year. If the networks remain in place, wholesale battery replacements can be                

deferred for a number of years. The availability of a new, low-power GNSS receiver will also pay                 

dividends in these older sites, as the reduced power needs will allow continued operation without               

battery renewal for some time to come. Beyond the field season, ANET support focused on routine                

monitoring and data flow management of Antarctic sites. At the end of Y5Q4, most ANET sites were                 

operating, with 95% of the 36 core ANET stations transmitting data to UNAVCO, and an average                

cumulative data return of 90%  
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Figure 2-7. ANET station TOMO, in Antarctica (Photo: N. Bayou/UNAVCO). 

 

LARISSA (LARson Ice Shelf System), a sister network to POLENET, includes nine cGNSS stations              

operating on the Antarctic Peninsula. The LARISSA award has expired; NSF has chosen to keep most                

of the network operational until a long-term plan for continued O&M is developed. For the immediate                

future, maintenance efforts and routine operations will be shared with investigators from the British              

Antarctic Survey (BAS); UNAVCO will provide hardware, data recovery, and technical resources. 

 

The Polar Support team provides networked GNSS sites for other PI projects, as well as maintaining                

reference stations at multiple remote research facilities in the Arctic and the Antarctic. Additional              

information regarding polar network support is provided in Appendix A: Tables listing continuous             

GNSS networks for which UNAVCO is providing support. 
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Figure 2-8. Continuous GNSS sites supported by UNAVCO for NSF-PLR investigators. Actual values             

are shown from 01 January 2004 through 30 September 2018 along with projected values originally               

forecast in the GAGE proposal through the end of FY 2018. Fewer overall stations were supported in                 

GAGE Y4 and Y5 than in Y1 through Y3, primarily due to decommissioning some of the stations at the                   

end of project award periods. 

 

2.2.4 Support for NSF and Other Community Networks 

PI cGNSS Network Engineering 
From July 2017 to September 2018, UNAVCO provided operations and management (O&M) support             

at various levels for up to 842 continuously operating GNSS stations in 67 different networks, which                

were installed in support of various NSF-supported PI projects. The Y5Q1 peak of 842 stations was                

lower than the Y4 peak of 880 stations due to retirement of stations no longer supported by active                  

awards. While many stations continue to operate beyond the initial funding period of the original               

NSF-funded project, unsupported sites continue to be retired throughout Y5 and a total of 761 cGNSS                

stations in 66 different networks (45 NSF-EAR, 3 NSF-Other, 18 Community) were being actively              

supported at the close of Y5Q4. The O&M support includes data downloading, state of health               

monitoring and reporting, resolving communications and equipment issues, shipping replacement          

equipment, and working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems. Additional information             

regarding PI network support is provided in Appendix A: Tables listing continuous GNSS networks              

for which UNAVCO is providing support.  
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Figure 2-9. Continuous GNSS sites supported by UNAVCO for NSF-EAR PIs, PBO and other              

Community investigators. Actual values are shown from 01 January 2004 through 30 September             

2018 along with projected values originally forecast in the GAGE proposal through the end of Y5. The                 

number of stations supported peaked in 2016, GAGE Y3, with a gradual decrease through Y5               

primarily due to attrition of legacy PI network sites (many of which are still operating well beyond                 

their original award period). 

 

2.3 PI PROJECT SUPPORT 

 

2.3.1 EAR PI GNSS Project Engineering and Equipment Support 

 

PI GNSS Project Engineering & Equipment Support: NSF-EAR & Community 

UNAVCO provides state-of-the-art GNSS equipment and engineering services to PI projects. This            

includes project management, planning, installation, operations and maintenance of continuous,          

permanent GNSS station networks around the globe. Engineers and technicians also undertake            

technology development, testing, and systems integration to support new project demands. 

PI GNSS Project Support 
UNAVCO supported a total of 280 individual PI GNSS projects in GAGE years 1 through 5 (76                 

NSF-EAR, 42 NSF-Other, and 162 Community). UNAVCO staff were involved in proposal            

development, project planning, network design, monument design, equipment preparation and          

installation, and establishing real-time data flow. In addition, UNAVCO supported 134 individual PI             

proposals in GAGE years 1 through 5 (65 NSF-EAR, 34 NSF-Other, and 35 Community). 
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Figure 2-10. NSF-EAR and community field projects supported by UNAVCO. Actual values are shown              

from 01 January 2004 through 30 September 2018 along with projected values originally forecast in               

the GAGE proposal through the end of GAGE Y5. The actual number of TLS projects supported is                 

lower in Y5 compared to previous years and original projections. The actual number of GNSS               

NSF-funded projects in Y5 is similar to Y4 but much lower than Y1-Y3 and significantly lower than                 

original Y5 projection. The actual number of GNSS Other Community projects was higher in Y5 than                

in any other year and also much higher than originally projections, but this is primarily due to                 

requests for deprecated PBO and NSF PI pool GNSS equipment that UNAVCO provided to the               

community. Significantly fewer GNSS NSF-EAR and NSF-Other funded projects (118) were supported            

throughout GAGE than originally projected (340) over the 5  year award period.  

GNSS Instrument Pool 
At the close of Y5Q4, the GAGE Facility receiver pool consisted of 447 GNSS and GNSS-capable                

receivers (Figures 2-11 and 2-12), including Trimble NetR9, R7 and Septentrio PolaRx5 and APS-RTK              

systems purchased by UNAVCO for use as campaign instruments, project loans, and to support              

specific NSF-EAR projects deployed in semi-permanent installations.  
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Figure 2-11. UNAVCO NSF-EAR GNSS receiver pool inventory from 1 October 2003 through 30 Sept               

2018. The metric reflects the number of receiver pool instruments. Note: the drop in the number of                 

units in 2006 is due the NSF-PLR receiver pool no longer being included in this metric and the large                   

distribution of deprecated PBO Trimble NetRS and EarthScope Topcon GB1000 receivers to the             

science community in 2018. 

 

 

Figure 2-12. UNAVCO GAGE Facility NSF-EAR receiver pool inventory. Actual values are shown from              

01 January 2004 through 30 September 2018 along with projected values originally forecast in the               

GAGE proposal through the end of Y5. The drop between 2006 and 2007 is because the NSF-PLR                 

pool is no longer being included in this metric. In October 2013, the EAR and EarthScope pools were                  

consolidated into a single “GAGE” pool. The number of receivers in the pool peaked in GAGE Y4Q4,                 

surpassing the projected number due to more receivers being purchased than originally planned. The              

number of receivers in the pool substantially decreased in GAGE Y5 as UNAVCO began providing               

deprecated Trimble NetRS and Topcon GB1000 receivers to the community. 

GNSS Instrument Repairs 
The GAGE Facility is an authorized Trimble repair facility. Future Trimble repairs, however, will now               

be handled directly by Trimble or other authorized repair centers. Since the introduction of the               
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Trimble NetRS and now up to the release of the GNSS-capable NetR9, the UNAVCO community has                

purchased thousands of GNSS receivers through the UNAVCO-community purchase program. With           

this program new receivers come with a five-year warranty with the stipulation that repairs are               

handled by UNAVCO. UNAVCO continues to repair PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet, and community            

receivers and related instruments using a technician working under contract for UNAVCO. UNAVCO             

also facilitates repairs on the Septentrio PolaRx5 receiver. Throughout GAGE years 1 through 5, the               

UNAVCO repair depot handled a total of 770 receiver repairs. 
 
2.3.2 Polar Services  
 

UNAVCO supports diverse science in the polar regions, including geology, glaciology, volcanology,            

climatology and work at the ocean-ice interface. PI support commonly requires extensive field work,              

and in Antarctica, travel and logistics are particularly challenging. Five engineers and one project              

manager support Polar Services. All team members provided direct support to fielded projects and              

participated in polar project planning and preparation. Planning and support activities for the Arctic              

and Antarctic are ongoing year-round, with significant overlap of the two seasonal efforts. 

 

Antarctic support was provided to a total of 133 different PI and infrastructure projects during GAGE                

years 1 through 5 (107 GNSS projects and 26 TLS projects). At the other end of the globe, Arctic                   

support was provided to a total of 96 PI projects during GAGE years 1 - 5 (85 GNSS and 11 TLS). Some                      

of these projects were funded by sources other than the NSF and were provided support on a partial to                   

full-cost recovery basis. In addition, UNAVCO supported 162 individual PI Polar proposals in GAGE              

years 1 - 5 (55 Arctic GNSS, 10 Arctic TLS, 91 Antarctic GNSS and 6 Antarctic TLS). 

 

 

Figure 2-13. NSF-PLR field projects supported by UNAVCO. Actual values are shown from 01 January               

2004 through 30 September 2018 along with projected values originally forecast in the GAGE              

proposal through the end of GAGE Y5. The total number of fielded projects in Y5 was the lower than                   

in any previous year, primarily due to fewer TLS projects. Project support has been provided to                

non-NSF funded projects, often on a cost recovery basis. UNAVCO has also provided services to the                

NSF support contractor in Antarctica. 
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Figure 2-14. UNAVCO Field Engineers Annie Zaino and Thomas Nylen configuring a temporary GNSS 

base station near Holiday Peak, Antarctica. (Photo: J. Pettit/UNAVCO). 

 

Regular Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) support was provided to PI teams in the Arctic and               

Antarctic. UNAVCO engineers deploy both a longer-range RIEGL VZ-2000 and a shorter-range            

VZ-400 scanner for polar field applications. A newly acquired RIEGL VZ-6000 promises to be an               

important addition to the UNAVCO scanner pool, with an impressive nominal scanning range of              

6000 meters along with use of a laser wavelength that is particularly well suited for obtaining                

reflections from ice and snow. This suite of scanners enables a broad range of uses, including small                 

scale volumetric estimates and surface change detection. Polar engineering staff have developed a             

working safety and operational protocol for the new RIEGL VZ-6000 scanner, to account for its               

potential eye hazard, and the scanner will see operation in the upcoming Antarctic field season. While                

there were no TLS projects in the Arctic during Y5, four TLS projects were fielded in the Antarctic,                  

some of which requested multiple scans throughout the field season. 

 

UNAVCO Polar Services continues to use Structure from Motion (SfM) as an imaging tool, employing               

a small unmanned aerial vehicle platform (or UAV, e.g. DJI Phantom-4 Pro). The data products from                

such missions include high resolution, georeferenced imagery, high resolution 3D surface terrain            

models. The goal is to use SfM techniques to create cost effective digital elevation maps products for                 

OPP PIs. These products mesh well with those provided by the laser scanners, and should prove to be                  

complementary to each other. With success in the Antarctic and in the high arctic, UNAVCO               

engineers deployed our UAV aircraft for three SfM projects in the Antarctic during GAGE Y5. There                

were no SFM projects supported in the Arctic. 
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Figure 2-15. UNAVCO NSF-OPP GNSS receiver pool inventory. Actual values are shown from 01              

January 2004 through 30 September 2018 along with projected values originally forecast in the              

GAGE proposal through the end of GAGE Y5. The total number of receivers in the pool has remained                  

close to projections, with a current total of 341 instruments. The allocation of receivers to each                

subcategory within the pool has deviated somewhat from projections due to the inherent             

unpredictability of project loads. A number of these receivers reside in polar networks: 49 in the                

Arctic and 74 in the Antarctic. It is worth noting that a large number of these receivers are quite old                    

and obsolete, and thus may fall out of active use in the coming year or two. 

 

2.3.3 Geodetic Imaging (TLS) 

 

Geodetic Imaging (TLS) activities during GAGE Y5 included engineering support for PI projects,             

planning support for PI proposals, education and outreach, and resource development. Geodetic            

Imaging in the GI program is staffed at 0.25 FTE at the Project Manager II level, plus 0.5 FTE of a                     

Technician I (GAGE supplemental funds, with work currently being performed by a Field Engineer I).               

Field engineering support from the PI Projects groups varies with demand. Other activities included              

maintenance and upkeep of the TLS instrument pool and continued research and development of              

workflows and best practices around Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) and their use for geodetic              

imaging. TLS project/proposal support metrics are shown in Figure 2-16. 

 

To meet the needs of a diversifying TLS user community, UNAVCO continues developing training              

resources and documentation to support Earth Science TLS users. The TLS Knowledgebase provides             

resources with a focus on software tutorials and training: 

http://kb.unavco.org/kb/category/geodeticimaging/165/ 
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Figure 2-16. Number of TLS projects and proposals supported by UNAVCO. Actual values are shown               

from 01 January 2008 through 30 September 2018 along with projected values originally forecast in               

the GAGE proposal through the end of GAGE Y5. The total number of TLS projects and proposals                 

supported in Y5 notably lower than GAGE Y1-Y4 or original projections, with the most substantial               

decrease being the number of NSF projects/proposals.  

 

During GAGE Y5Q1, the Geodetic Imaging group supported another short course entitled “Processing             

and Analysis of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) Data.” The 2.5 day course, held in Boulder, CO                

provided training to ~25 UNAVCO community members. Instruction was provided by both UNAVCO             

staff and guest instructor D. Steven DeLong from the USGS Earthquake Hazards program. Also              

during GAGE Y5, the Geodetic Imaging group supported a pair of short courses at the Structural                

Geology and Tectonics Forum meeting in Tempe, AZ. These short courses focused on two topics: 1)                

Introduction to Structure from Motion photogrammetry; and 2) available geodetic imaging           

community resources and curriculum resources available through the GETSI project. Additional           

information on these short courses can be found in Section 4.2, Education and Community              

Engagement Professional Development section of this report. 

 

Other activities included maintenance and upkeep of the TLS instrument pool. Geodetic Imaging staff              

also worked with Polar Services to develop a working safety and operational protocol for the new                

RIEGL VZ-6000 scanner, because of this scanner’s potential eye hazard. During GAGE Y5Q3, the              

VZ-6000 was deployed successfully at the Slumgullion slow slip landslide in central Colorado, and the               

instrument is booked for the upcoming Antarctic field season. Also during GAGE Y5, the RIEGL               

VZ-2000 was returned to RIEGL USA for scheduled regular maintenance (2 year service). 
 

Geodetic Imaging also supported two community college students in June and July 2017 during an               

8-week internship program through the Geo-LaunchPad internship program. The interns built a 3D             

printer and then used it to print landscape models derived from TLS data acquired from the UNAVCO                 

TLS data archive. The pair also created a set of manuals describing processes for creating printable                

files from TLS point clouds and for using the 3D printer.  
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2.3.4 GI Project Support User Feedback Summary 

  

UNAVCO solicits feedback from supported PIs on their UNAVCO project support experience and             

provide usability metrics. PIs are asked to comment on quality and effectiveness of technical support,               

equipment and training, administrative support, and cost effectiveness. During this reporting period,            

25 PIs responded to the request for feedback on UNAVCO services. 

 

The web-based feedback form asks PIs to rate the specific services from 1-5, with 5 being the best. The                   

question and average responses are shown in the table below (Table 2-2). 

 

Overall the PI responses were very positive. PIs report that engineers who supported their projects               

were well-prepared and trained, communicated well, and were professional in providing training in             

field techniques and instrumentation and providing other field operational support such as            

permanent station maintenance and installation and TLS surveys. PIs are consistently pleased with             

the value of UNAVCO project support, indicating that it enables them to make most effective use of                 

their limited time and resources. The availability of state-of-the-art instrumentation, training, and            

software is extremely important to PIs. It was also noted that UNAVCO support enabled research that                

they could not have otherwise completed. 

 

Table 2-2. PI Support Feedback Responses. 

Question Average Rating 

(1-5) 

σ 

What was your overall impression of the quality and effectiveness of 

support provided to your project? 

4.75 0.45 

Please rate the training provided by UNAVCO. 5.0 0.44 

Please rate technical and/or field support provided by UNAVCO. 5.0 0.00 

Please rate effectiveness of administrative support provided by UNAVCO. 5.0 0.00 

Please rate the cost effectiveness of support provided by UNAVCO.  5.0 0.22 

 

Some highlights from the PI responses: 

● “As always, support this year was excellent. All 9 GNSS units and accessories were ready and                

staged when we arrived in McMurdo. Most surveying this year involved day-trips from South              

Pole along 100km pole lines; we did not need to take solar panels for charging batteries.” 

● “Great planning during the off season – clear communication and support. Additional            

support during off season with data processing is also extremely helpful.” 

● “The UNAVCO polar staff are exceptional. ...are all extremely professional and provided all of              

our differential GNSS gear and assisted with teaching the new members how to operate the               

equipment, as well as helping out in the field.” 

● “The instruction I received communicated what I needed to know effectively and efficiently.             

The introductory TLS workshop I attended was extremely useful and enjoyable.” 

● “Again, the technical support was of the highest quality with few problems that could not be                

readily addressed” 

● “It was great. Very easy to use the equipment. Very helpful assistance as well.” 

● “Very good support and overall help” 

● “Excellent!  We appreciate your assistance.  This will improve our teaching and research.” 

● “Outstanding!  All the UNAVCO staff was extremely helpful throughout the process. 

● “There is very little need for improvement. All of the equipment was well organized and               

contained in easily recognizable cases” 
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Some constructive criticism, much of which we have already addressed, where possible: 

● “As discussed above, we had some issues with cable breakage. More robust cables might help               

alleviate these issues.” 

● “Much appreciate the remote technical support we received this go round. Due to the              

remoteness of the (Antarctic) Peninsula, some additional critical spares would be very helpful             

for when the unexpected inevitably happens.” 

● “It is sometimes hard to get in touch, but I assume this is because you all are very busy and the                     

service is excellent.” 

● “The website is a bit difficult to navigate...kind of segmented.” 

● “Add a project starting date, in order to inform the field engineer on actual dates of the expected                  

work.” 

● “Receiver repair service had been not very good in the past years. It took too long to fix                  

receivers, and now the service has been canceled. This is a major drawback for permanent               

station operations. UNAVCO should consider reevaluating this decision.” 

 

2.4 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 

 

The GAGE Facility Development and Testing (D&T) team is now staffed by 1.8 FTE at the Project                 

Manager III and Engineer III levels. UNAVCO’s Development and Testing effort incorporates the PBO              

BSM and GNSS testing tasks. Ad hoc contributions to individual D&T projects from other UNAVCO               

groups have been critical to the effort, with individuals participating in projects of direct interest to                

their operational needs. The ongoing development of teqc software and implementation of receiver-             

and server-based real-time GNSS positioning capabilities in close collaboration with GDS are            

important ongoing projects undertaken by D&T staff. Under guidance from the Development and             

Testing Product Council, activities continue to be oriented toward six important goals: 1) development              

of battery monitoring tools, which can help realize economy and efficiency of field operations; 2)               

evaluation of data communications systems suitable for use anywhere in the world; 3) evaluation of               

real-time positioning methods, both receiver- and server-based, for use in earthquake early detection             

and other geohazard monitoring applications; 4) review and improvement of GNSS receiver firmware             

and capabilities in collaboration with Septentrio and Trimble; 5) evaluation of new GNSS antenna              

designs that may result in economical network upgrades in the future; and 6) evaluation of long-term                

GNSS monument stability. 

 

Throughout Y5 a primary focus of Development and Testing has been the evaluation of new firmware                

releases for the Trimble NetR9 and Septentrio PolaRx5 GNSS receivers, both of which are in               

widespread use in UNAVCO- and PI-operated networks. UNAVCO D&T actively collaborates with            

both companies with bug and failure reports, new feature requests, and refinements, that have been               

integrated into new releases. Trimble’s releases for the NetR9 focused on bug fixes (many of which                

were identified by UNAVCO) with only minor features and updates being introduced. Earlier this year               

Trimble announced that the NeR9 was being superseded by the newly released “Alloy” receiver, which               

introduces new RF interference monitoring and mitigation technology; we have begun our detailed             

evaluation of this model as detailed in the Y5Q3 quarterly report.  

 

In Y5Q4 UNAVCO received an evaluation unit of the newly released Leica GR50 GNSS receiver.               

Coinciding with the rollout of the Trimble Alloy, the GR50 also adds spectrum analysis, WiFi client                

and access point capabilities, and next generation “future proof” GNSS tracking. Like the Septentrio              

PolaRx5, the Leica has digital RFI filtering that can effectively mitigate any observed interference,              

while the Trimble Alloy can only show interference without any capability to filter it, thus falling short                 

of a fully useful system. The GR50 is also being integrated into the evaluation process similar to the                  

one used in the 2015 GNSS Instrument Preferred Vendor RFP along with the Alloy and PolaRx5. 
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An integral part of UNAVCO’s ongoing upgrade of PBO and other permanent networks to full GNSS                

capability is the replacement of the narrow-band Low-noise Amplifiers (LNA’s) in the Trimble             

Dorne-Margolin choke-ring antennas originally installed at our stations with a broadband model that             

is installed in the newer Trimble GNSS version of the antenna. Since the antenna body and D-M                 

element is identical in both the GNSS and GNSS versions of the antenna, we save a great deal of                   

money by only replacing the LNA’s. To date we had used a Trimble replacement kit, but we were                  

informed earlier this year that they had ceased production of this product, so we have been searching                 

for a replacement. As described in the Y5Q4 report, we are evaluating a potential replacement unit                

produced by Tallysman Wireless in Ottawa, Canada. 

 

Other D&T highlights include the presentation updated results from the multi-year PBO Monument             

Stability experiment as detailed in the Y5Q1 report at the AGU Fall Meeting. Our analysis showed that                 

while drilled-braced monuments are demonstrably more stable than pillars in sedimentary           

environments, temperature-dependent antenna errors and deviations in individual antennas from the           

phase center variance (PCV) type-mean may be obscuring the effects of the monuments themselves at               

some of the sites, so further work is needed to isolate those signals by testing each antenna in the                   

experiment for individual characteristics. This year also saw the release of the Department of              

Transportation Adjacent Band Testing report, an activity in which UNAVCO participated two years             

ago, that detailed the likely harmful effects of the proposed Ligado (formerly LIghtSquared)             

deployment on high-precision GNSS receivers, and also our collaboration with groups at Scripps and              

University of South Florida preparing contained airborne and sea-borne experiments to minimize the             

effects of Iridium data communications on GNSS data quality. 

 

2.5 GI PROGRAM SUMMARY 

 

GAGE Y5 was a successful period for the GI program. Continued but slow progress toward upgrades                

of PBO stations to ensure more robust and lower latency data flow for RT-GNSS stations occurred.                

Septentrio PolaRx5 instruments were deployed throughout PBO replacing Trimble NetRS          

instruments. Review and testing of firmware updates for PBO Trimble NetR9 and Septentrio PolaRx5              

instruments continued. The D&T group began a robust evaluation of the new Trimble Alloy and Leica                

GR50 multi-constellation GNSS instruments along with new third-party LNA replacements for extant            

Trimble D-M choke ring antennas. EAR, OPP, and community PIs continued to receive excellent              

support in the field as well as for project and proposal planning. 

 

Continued O&M for the PBO GNSS and BSM networks was a high priority and these tasks accounted                 

for much of the effort and resources available to the GI Program under the GAGE Facility. The PBO                  

GNSS Operations team continued to implement the recommendations from the “PBO Futures”            

workshop report during GAGE Y5, including installing new Septentrio PolaRx5 multi-constellation           

GNSS instruments at PBO stations. At the close of Y5Q4, 299 multi-constellation GNSS receivers              

along with broad-band GNSS choke ring antenna have been deployed across PBO, resulting in a               

modernization of ~26% of the PBO network under GAGE. Finally, during GAGE Y5, the GI Director                

spent considerable effort on the NGEO (now referred to as Enabling Discoveries in Multiscale Earth               

System Dynamics: Geodetic Facility for the Advancement of Geoscience: GAGE) budget revision and             

planning process as well as the development of the required documentation to NSF and NASA to                

support GAGE evaluation by the NSB and final authorization of funding by the NSF. 

 

Co-PIs Mattioli (GI) and Meertens (GDS) used the feedback from the USGS panel together with               

guidance from existing ShakeAlert Centers and USGS staff during GAGE Y4 to develop and submit a                

substantially revised proposal to the FY2017 USGS Program Announcement G17AS00042 entitled           

“Incorporating Real-time GNSS into ShakeAlert: Improving telemetry, reducing latency, and          

enhancing robust GNSS data flow at existing PBO stations in CA, OR, and WA,” with a requested                 

budget of $698K for 2 years. This proposal was selected for funding and a new Cooperative                
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Agreement between the USGS and UNAVCO was executed in early August 2017. The USGS effort               

leverages the significant NSF investment in PBO RT-GNSS assets in CA, OR, and WA. As discussed                

above, UNAVCO completed all of the required scope for the first year of the USGS Cooperative                

Agreement, whose period of performance was August 15, 2017 through August 14, 2018; accordingly,              

the second year of this award has been approved and the funds (as budgeted) have been authorized. 

 

Also during GAGE Y5, the GI program continued efforts to mitigate some ongoing technical issues               

from the challenging borehole strainmeter installations in Turkey, with the final installation of uphole              

electronics, including power and telecommunications systems at Sivriada (now all 6 stations are             

delivering data to the UNAVCO archive), continuing to monitor the cGNSS/Met station stations in              

Mexico for TLALOCNet, which finished its installation phase in accordance with the original MRI              

plan in GAGE Y4, and continued efforts keep COCONet funded and operational through the close of                

the award. 

 

The COCONet and TLALOCNet awards closed out their No Cost Extension on 31 August 2018. 

 

At the close of Y5Q4, the GI group headcount was 35 with 34.4 FTE, including staff supported by NSF                   

EAR and OPP and NASA. The difference in headcount versus FTE is the result increased use of                 

part-time staff to support PBO O&M.  

 

3. Geodetic Data Services Program  
 

3.0 Geodetic Data Services Highlights 
 
GPS Data Processing/Product Updates: 439 Stations Added, ITRF2014 Transition 
During Y5Q4, the GAGE GPS data Analysis Centers (ACs) and Analysis Center Coordinator (ACC)              

processed data and provided products from 2,140 GNSS stations in the PBO, COCONet, GAMA,              

SCIGN and GNET networks as well as NGS CORS and other regional stations in central and eastern                 

North America. This was the most stations processed in any quarter during GAGE and is primarily                

due to the addition of 439 new stations to the data analysis stream in Y5Q3 including 60 Arctic, 78                   

Antarctic and 301 North American regions (Figure 3-1 A,B,C). It was extremely beneficial to add these                

stations for this re-processing since this will be that last multi-AC re-processing effort (since the NMT                

AC will be discontinued operations after the close of this GAGE award on 30 September 2018). The                 

GAGE analysis methods and products were in transition from the ITRF2008 system to ITRF2014              

throughout Y5. Considerable time and effort were dedicated to completing the Y5 re-processing effort              

and closing out GAGE subaward activities, all of which concluded on schedule and within budget.  
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Figure 3-1A. Three hundred one (301) GNSS stations in western North America were added to the                

GAGE analysis stream in Y5Q4 and included in ITRF 2014 re-processing solutions. 

 

Figure 3-1B. Sixty (60) Arctic GNSS stations, including        

all GNET stations, were added to the GAGE analysis         

stream in Y5Q4 and included in ITRF 2014 re-processing         

solutions.  

 

Figure 3-1C. Seventy-eight (78)    

Antarctic GNSS stations, including all     

ANET stations, were added to the      

GAGE analysis stream in Y5Q4 and      

included in ITRF 2014 re-processing     

solutions.  
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3.1 OVERVIEW 

 

The Geodetic Data Services (GDS) program manages a complex set of metadata and data flow               

operations providing a wide range of geodetic/geophysical observations to scientific and educational            

communities. Sensors currently include GNSS (downloaded files and streaming real-time          

(RT-GNSS)), borehole geophysics instrumentation (strainmeters, tiltmeters, seismometers, pore        

pressure sensors and meteorological sensors), long baseline laser strainmeters, and terrestrial laser            

scanners. Field data are acquired either from continuously operating sites or episodic “campaign”             

surveys conducted by the community. UNAVCO also acquires and distributes satellite synthetic            

aperture radar (SAR) data from foreign space agencies. GDS services include data operations             

(managing metadata; data downloading, ingesting and preprocessing); data products and services           

(generating processed results and QA/QC and state-of-health monitoring); data management and           

archiving (distribution and curation); cyberinfrastructure; and information technology (systems and          

web administration). In order to perform this mission, GDS maintains a technical staff, onsite and               

offsite computer facilities with networking, servers and disc storage, and manages a number of              

subawards to university groups who provide additional products, software and training. In addition to              

GAGE core support, UNAVCO has received funding from the NSF EarthCube program, NSF SAVI              

COOPEUS, and USGS awards. 

 

The GDS program collects and monitors 90 detailed and six key summary metrics. These metrics               

include numbers of stations, data and derived data product volumes archived and delivered, user              

metrics, and software downloads for data from all of the data different sensor types managed by                

UNAVCO. These metrics are compiled and reported quarterly. The primary key summary metric is              

the total archived data volume (Figure 3-2). The cumulative volume of data archived since 2004 and                

through GAGE Y5Q4 is more than 323 TB. This is a significantly greater volume than the original                 

projection of 195 TB by the end of Y5 in the GAGE proposal, although the sensor data volume ratios                   

are different from that anticipated. One measure of data usage is the number of users (Figure 3-3A,                 

B). All data types except SAR (which has user registration imposed due to constraints from               

contributing foreign space agencies who provide the data) and RT-GNSS streams have anonymous             

access so a variety of means are used to compile statistics that are representative of user numbers. 
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Figure 3-2. Cumulative total UNAVCO data volume archived from 01 January 2004 through 30              

September 2018 along with projected values originally forecast in the GAGE proposal through the end               

of FY 2018. The actual total data volume significantly exceeds the projected total data volume               

through September 2018. The distribution of growth among constituent data products differed from             

projections especially in the areas of GNSS and imaging data. GNSS data volumes exceeded              

projections due to a great number of stations being archived, the generation of new higher level                

products from reprocessing efforts, high rate (1-Hz and 5-Hz) data collected from more stations and               

for earthquake responses, and the addition of new multi-GNSS observables from upgraded stations.             

TLS data volume has grown throughout GAGE but not as rapidly as originally projected, primarily               

due to fewer community field projects being supported than anticipated as well as more efficient data                

product management/storage resulting in smaller file sizes. SAR data volume has grown much more              

rapidly than originally expected, primarily due to the acquisition of data from new satellite missions               

such as ALOS-2, TSX, SENTINEL-1 and COSMO-Skymed, and the larger file sizes of new SAR               

mission products compared to earlier mission products, as well as surges in the volumes of data                

ordered by PIs. 
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Figure 3-3A. Number of GNSS data users by quarter from 01 January 2009 through 30 September                

2018, including 5,223 users in Y5Q4. GNSS users are counted by unique IP address. Note 1: spikes in                  

the quarters ending 2014-03, 2016-12 (off scale at 15,700+), 2017-12 (off scale at ~14,100+) and               

2018-03 (off scale at 9,600+) were due to extremely high numbers of unique, unresolved IPs each                

accessing just a handful of files. Note 2: starting in 2016-06 the number of RT-GNSS users has been                  

artificially low due to the inability to collect of RT-GNSS metrics on Septentrio receivers. Note 3: from                 

2009-01 to 2017-09 the reported number of quarterly users is based on the average number of IPs from                  

each constituent month, but beginning in GAGE Y5 (2017-10) the reported number of quarterly users is                

based on the actual unique number of IPs over all 3 constituent months, which is more accurate.  

 

 

Figure 3-3B. Number of data users excluding GNSS (by second level domain or unique authentication)               

from 01 October 2013 through 30 September 2018, including 667 users this quarter. Note 1: spikes in                 

the quarters ending 2014-03 and 2016-12 were due to extremely high numbers of unique, unresolved               

IPs each accessing just a handful of files, with the total volume accessed by these distinct IPs being                  
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small. Note 2: from 2009-01 to 1017-09 the reported number of quarterly seismic/BSM/LSM/pore/tilt             

users is the average number of second level domains from each constituent month, but beginning in                

GAGE Y5 (2017-10) the reported number of quarterly users is based on the actual unique number of                 

IPs over all 3 constituent months, which is more accurate.  

 

 

Figure 3-4. Number of monthly UNAVCO geophysical event responses from 01 October 2013 through              

30 September 2018. 

 

3.2 DATA OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT 

 

3.2.1 Network Data Flow 

 

Network data flow covers data and metadata management from thousands of GNSS and borehole              

geophysics instruments operating in the field to the Boulder operations center, a critical activity in               

support of data archiving and distribution. This task includes instrument configuration management,            

data downloading and streaming, metadata management, maintenance and other steps related to            

data flow from the sensors. Staff with responsibilities for data and metadata flow focus on timely                

handling of operational flow and addressing any issues as they arise. Operational capabilities are              

supported on a best-effort basis.  

The PBO Operational Database (POD) is used extensively within dataflow to support downloads for              

GNSS and borehole instruments. In addition it is used to track equipment and metadata associated               

with data gathering stations operated by UNAVCO. During this past year the POD was migrated to a                 

new release of the software to reduce maintenance and improve performance of these activities. This               

release is used to support the archive database and will make it easier in future development to                 

integrate these two database into a single database.  

The collection of accelerometer data from instruments maintained by UNAVCO stopped after one of              

the systems involved was restarted. An automatic restart of the software on reboot failed and went                

undiscovered for several days. Software for the automatic restart was rewritten to prevent this from               

occurring again. Additional external monitoring was developed to ensure that data are continuously             

collected and flowing through the data queues used for processing. UNAVCO worked with personnel              

at UCSD to reconfigure all the stations with DNS names, to simplify communications changes. 
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Software developers discovered that the tilt meter data processing failed to take into account the leap                

second at the end of 2016. The software was modified for this instance as well for any future leap                   

seconds. All tilt data starting at the end to 2016 was reprocessed. Modifications were required and                

implemented to accept strainmeter data from the borehole sites outside of PBO. Network specific              

assumptions were made in the initial software developed to collect and archive strainmeter data for               

the PBO network. These assumptions were removed and data can now be collected from networks               

outside PBO by adding new strainmeter stations to the POD.  

A large number of radio modems were replaced at GNSS sites during the year. Field engineers were                 

not using the recommended method to record the modem replacements because of a bug within the                

MDM (Meta-Data Manager). The alternate method was causing disruptions in the automated data             

collection, so software developers spent a significant amount of time investigating and correcting             

issues to restore automated data flow. Late in the year, software developers discovered that more than                

210 radio modems purchased by UNAVCO between 2012 and 2015 were missing from a table in the                 

database. The missing data were added to the table and engineers received training for radio               

replacement workflow.  

A utility was developed to generate high integrity hourly GNSS data files by comparing and combining                

epochs from files created independently from real-time data streams and from files generated by the               

receiver. The utility will be incorporated into dataflow next quarter and should reduce overall              

communication costs. This utility works only with Septentrio receivers as it uses standard             

Linux/Unix remote system functionality that is not available on Trimble receivers. 

 

The data flow software was originally written for the Solaris operating system on SUN hardware. In                

recent years it has been migrated to a virtual machine executing the same operating system. Software                

development was undertaken and completed in Y5Q4 to port this software to Linux CentOS. 

  

3.2.2 Campaign Data Flow  

 

Eight GNSS campaigns were archived in Y5Q4, bringing the total number of GNSS campaigns              

archived during GAGE Y1-Y5 to 138. Four TLS campaigns were archived in Y5Q4, bringing the total                

number of TLS campaigns archived during GAGE Y1-Y5 to 214. 

 

3.3 DATA PRODUCTS  

 

3.3.1 GNSS Data Processing and Products  

 

The GAGE GPS data Analysis Centers (ACs) and Analysis Center Coordinator (ACC) provided a suite               

of post-processed data products throughout Y5, including daily geodetic station position solutions,            

time series, velocity estimates, coseismic offsets, time series properties, and tropospheric (zenith            

delay) parameters from 2,000+ GNSS stations in the PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet, GAMA, SCIGN,             

NGS CORS and PI networks. The two ACs, at Central Washington University and New Mexico Tech,                

use different GPS analysis software packages (GIPSY and GAMIT, respectively) to independently            

process RINEX (Level 1) data to generate unconstrained geodetic daily position solutions (Level 2a              

products). (Note: only GPS signals are currently analyzed even from multi-GNSS stations.) From the              

AC products, the ACC at MIT then generated a unified set of high-quality combined solutions (Level                

2b products) in two standard reference frames (NAM08 and IGS08). As of Y5Q4, the velocity field                

data products include 2,544 stations for the fully analyzed time period (since 1996). An updated               

"Final" (annually generated) Velocity Field solution was released on 2017-12-27 (Figure 3-6). 
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Figure 3-5. GAGE GPS velocity solutions in a North American fixed reference frame (NAM08). 

 

A major effort during GAGE Y5 transitioned time series positions from ITRF2008 to ITRF2014.              

Beginning 2018 June 10 (GPS week 2005 day 0), all new operational products in the GAGE analyses                 

are now using the ITRF2014 frame. A user advisory was posted on the UNAVCO website and                

broadcast via the unav_all mailing list to inform users about possible discontinuities associated with              

this transition. As part of this transition, the GAGE AC’s and ACC have initiated a multi-month effort                 

to reprocess all available data including 301 additional stations in western North American and 138               

additional stations from NSF polar networks in Greenland and Antarctica. 

 

Another major activity in GAGE Y5 was the formation of the GNSS Data Products Subcommittee               

(GDPS), a subcommittee of the Geodetic Data Services Advisory Committee (GDS AC) dedicated to              

providing recommendations to UNAVCO management on technical issues related to the development,            

generation and provision of GNSS data products within the context of ensuring UNAVCO’s             

effectiveness in meeting commitments to sponsors and community users and in achieving the goals of               

various projects related to GNSS data management, analysis methods and resulting products and             

services. The GDPS met eight times between October 2017 and May 2018 and delivered their               

inaugural written report to the GDS AC in in June, 2018. 

 

3.3.1.1 GPS Analysis Center Subaward: Central Washington University 

Routine data processing and product operations were stable this period. Enhancements to CWU’s             

processing hardware, software and workflow were made throughout the year to maintain and improve              

performance and product delivery. CWU was engaged in the transition between the ITRF2008 and              

ITRF2014 systems throughout GAGE Y5, although their progress was limited by the lack of IGS14               

products from JPL necessary for GIPSY software. CWU subaward activities successfully concluded on             

schedule and within budget. 
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3.3.1.2 GPS Analysis Center Subaward: New Mexico Tech 

Routine data processing and product operations were stable during this period. Software updates and              

system improvements were made throughout the year to maintain and improve performance and             

product delivery. NMT generated routine data products using a Virtual Machine (VM) at UNAVCO,              

and generated reprocessing products using the computing cluster that was relocated from the NMT              

campus in Socorro, NM to the the UNAVCO Facility in Boulder, CO, in GAGE Y4. NMT was engaged                  

in the transition between the ITRF2008 and ITRF2014 systems throughout GAGE Y5. NMT subaward              

activities successfully concluded on schedule and within budget. 

 

3.3.1.3 GPS Analysis Center Coordinator Subaward: Massachusetts Institute of         

Technology 

Routine combination of final and rapid level 2b products was stable, including and 12- and 26-week                

supplemental solutions. MIT released updated “final” velocity field products in December 2017, and             

“Snapshot” velocity field products were released on a monthly basis. The new Kalman filter based               

time series position offset data product released in GAGE Y4 was updated and refined in Y5, and                 

numerous position offset event files were generated in response to earthquakes. Additional            

information is provided in the GAGE quarterly reports, and full details are provided in the MIT GAGE                 

GPS ACC quarterly technical report available from the UNAVCO web page. ACC subward PI Tom               

Herring led the ITRF2014 transition reprocessing planning throughout GAGE Y5, generating           

numerous white papers and user advisories that were posted on the UNAVCO website and distributed               

to data user mailing lists. MIT ACC subaward activities successfully concluded on schedule and within               

budget. 

  

3.3.1.4 GAMIT/GLOBK Community Support Subaward: Massachusetts Institute of        

Technology 

GAMIT/GLOBK software development efforts continued throughout GAGE Y5. A primary effort was            

the development and testing of a version of GAMIT/GLOBK that offers users code to handle               

multi-GNSS observables including Beidou, Galileo, and IRNSS observations. Preliminary analyses of           

MIT’s GNSS GAMIT/GLOBK processing were presented at the 2018 EGU meeting in an invited talk               

by Herring and King. MIT updated tables to support added new receivers and antennas and continued                

to provide regular updates for differential code biases (DCBs), mapping functions (VMF1), and             

atmospheric loading required by GAMIT users. MIT staff spent 5-10 hours per week in email support                

of GAMIT/GLOBK software users. From Y4Q4 through Y5Q4 MIT issued 98 royalty-free licenses to              

educational and research institutions. Several of these licenses were issued as part of a              

GAMIT/GLOBK training class that was taught in January, 2018 in Allahabad, India. MIT             

GAMIT/GLOBK subaward activities successfully concluded on schedule and within budget. 

 

3.3.1.5 Custom Data Product Requests 

UNAVCO supported a total of 31 custom data requests for high rate (1-Hz and 5-Hz) GNSS data                 

downloads from July 2017 through September 2018 including 19 geophysical event responses and 12              

community PI requests. Figure 3-4 shows the number of geophysical event responses by UNAVCO              

from 01 October 2013 through 30 September 2018. Many of the non-event custom requests were to                

support regional airborne LiDAR missions (including NSF projects from NCALM and NEON projects)             

and various commercial survey projects. Geophysical event responses included the following 15            

earthquakes and one solar eclipse: 

● 2017-07-17 M7.7 Nikol'skoye, Russia (Aleutian Trench) 

● 2017-08-21 Total Solar Eclipse 

● 2017-09-01 M5.4 Nicoya, Costa Rica 

● 2017-09-08 M8.1 Pijijiapan, Mexico 

● 2017-09-19 M7.1 Raboso, Mexico 

● 2017-11-13 M 6.5 Parrita, Costa Rica 

● 2018-01-04 M4.4 Berkeley, CA 
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● 2018-01-10 M7.6 Great Swan Is., Honduras 

● 2018-01-23 M7.9 Kodiak, AK 

● 2018-02-16 M7.2 San Pedro Jicayan (aka, Pinotepa de Don Luis), Mexico 

● 2018-04-05 M5.3 Santa Cruz Is., CA 

● 2018-04-07 M4.6 Perry, OK 

● 2018-04-09 M4.6 Perry, OK 

● 2018-05-13 M3.7 Crescent, OK 

● 2018-05-14 M4.0 Crescent, OK 

● 2018-05-15 M4.0 Crescent, OK 

● 2018-07-19 M5.8 Chernabura Island, AK 

● 2018-07-21 M5.3 Chernabura Island, AK 

● 2018-08-12 M6.3 Kaktovik, AK 

 

A total of 160 custom GNSS data requests have been handled since the beginning of GAGE including                 

53 geophysical event responses and 107 non-event PI requests. 

 

3.3.2 Strain, Seismic and Tiltmeter Data Processing and Products 

 

UNAVCO provided raw and processed data products from 76 borehole strainmeters, 79 borehole             

seismometers, 26 shallow borehole tiltmeters and 6 long baseline laser strainmeters in the PBO              

network. UNAVCO also oversees strain and seismic data flow from borehole stations in the ARRA (2                

sites), CALIPSO (4 sites) and Turkey (5 sites) networks. Routine data processing and product              

operations were stable this period. Fully processed high rate (1 sps) borehole strainmeter data were               

generated in response to 16 earthquakes from Y4Q4 through Y5Q4 as listed below, with these data                

being made available within 72 hours of the event and posted on the Geophysical Event page. Figure                 

3-5 shows the number of geophysical event responses by UNAVCO from 01 October 2013 through 30                

September 2018.  

● 2017-07-17 M7.7 Nikol'skoye, Russia (Aleutian Trench) 

● 2017-09-08 M8.1 Pijijiapan, Mexico 

● 2017-09-19 M7.1 Raboso, Mexico 

● 2017-11-12 M7.3 Halabjah, Iraq 

● 2018-01-04 M4.4 Berkeley, CA 

● 2018-01-10 M7.6 Great Swan Is., Honduras 

● 2018-01-14 M 7.1 Acari, Peru  

● 2018-01-23 M7.9 Kodiak, AK 

● 2018-02-16 M7.2 San Pedro Jicayan (aka, Pinotepa de Don Luis), Mexico 

● 2018-02-25 M7.5 Porgera, Papua New Guinea  

● 2018-04-05 M5.3 Santa Cruz Is., CA 

● 2018-05-04 M6.9 Leilani Estates, HI 

● 2019-09-28 M7.5 Palu, Indonesia 

● 2018-08-22 M6.2 Bandon, OR 

● 2018-08-21 M7.3 Yaguaraparo, Venezuela 

● 2018-08-19 M8.2 Ndoi Island, Fiji 

 

The 2018 Cascadia Episodic Tremor and slip event began in mid-May 2018 on the north coast of the                  

Olympic Peninsula. Tremor migrated southwards and paused at the southern end of Puget Sound              

near Olympia. The event resumed June 19 in southern central Vancouver Island. From there, it               

migrated southwards coming to an end around July 18th on the north shore of the Olympic peninsula,                 

approximately where it has started. The second stage of the event was recorded by strainmeters on the                 

Olympic Peninsula. Figure 3-6 shows the ETS event recorded by PBO BSM B004 since 2009 (left                

plot), the right plot shows the 2018 event in detail. 
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Figure 3-6. Shear Strains recorded by PBO strainmeter B004. Red and blue traces include the earth                

tides, black traces are the residuals after the tides have been removed. Left plot, ETS events recorded                 

by B004, right plot the 2018 event in detail. 

 

UCSD, through a subaward managed by UNAVCO, processed data and provided products from the              

PBO long baseline laser strainmeter (LSM) network. Routine operations, including data editing and             

cleaning, and product generation were good this period thanks to the efforts of UCSD personnel. As                

described in section 2.2.1.3, this network was decommissioned in GAGE Y5. Per the LSM closeout               

plan approved by NSF in March, 2018, LSM network operations and data delivery continued as long                

as possible during Y5, while also ensuring that instrument decommissioning/removal is completed            

before the end of GAGE Y5 within the available scope, schedule, and budgetary constraints of the                

subaward. A review paper, ‘‘Longbase Strainmeter Measurements in the Plate Boundary Observatory’’            

by Agnew and Wyatt, was submitted to the peer review journal Geophysical Journal International on               

September 27, 2018. This article documents the PBO/GAGE LSM network instrumentation and            

operation, data analysis strategies, procedures and data products implemented, and key findings            

resulting from PBO/GAGE subaward support. 

 

3.3.3 Meteorological and Hydrologic Data Products 

 

Meteorological sensors are collocated with GNSS and other geophysical techniques in order to             

enhance the datasets, improve network monitoring, and strengthen interpretation of deformation           

signals. Temperature, humidity and barometric pressure data are available directly from the GNSS             

RINEX files, where colocation exists. Routine meteorological data product operations were stable.            

Hydrologic loading models based on the Global Land Data Assimilation Models (GLDAS) and             

National Land Data Assimilation Models (NLDAS) are available by ftp as well as web services now.                

Documentation is available on the UNAVCO web page.  

 

3.3.4 Lidar – Terrestrial and Airborne Laser Scanning  

 

UNAVCO provides TLS data services and products including basic data processing, data management             

and data archiving. The standard UNAVCO TLS deliverable is a merged, aligned, georeferenced point              

cloud, which is accompanied by pertinent metadata products such as site photos, meteorological             

information, field notes and other ancillary project information. TLS data support is further described              

in section 3.4.4, lidar data management and archiving. EarthScope ALS data products are supported              

by OpenTopography; metrics are reported to UNAVCO. No new ALS data product activities have been               

performed to date under the GAGE Cooperative Agreement. 
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3.4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ARCHIVING 

 

3.4.1 GNSS  

 

The Data Center provides a secure long-term archive for data, data products, and metadata from               

GNSS instrumentation, and makes that data available to the scientific community and the public.              

User interfaces, APIs (application program interfaces), and software tools that facilitate data search             

and access, data handling, and visualization are provided to support full utilization of the data assets.                

Data sources include UNAVCO-managed instrumentation such as the PBO Network, as well as             

PI-managed networks and campaigns. Data publication with digital object identifiers (DOIs) is            

routine for most data sets.  

  

Data archiving and distribution is an operational activity that continues to grow, with a total of 198                 

stations added during this report period. The new stations were from the following networks: PBO,               

COCONet, TLALOCNet, UNAVCO polar networks, Caltech NEGAR (Nepal), NOAA AOOS (Alaska),           

IGEPN (Ecuador), IGS, MAGNET, GAMA Mid-America, Oak Ridge Earthflow Observatory, USGS           

(archived with cost recovery), USGS Hawaiian Volcano Observatory (archived as part of Kilauea             

eruption event response), and PI networks in Bangladesh, Ecuador, Greenland, Guatemala, Idaho,            

Mackenzie Mountains, the Mediterranean, Nepal, Oklahoma and Panama. In addition to the            

continuous archiving of standard rate data, high rate data from extended number of sites for discrete                

periods in time were also archived this year to support numerous custom and event response datasets.                

We continue to add to the suite of GNSS products being archived with additions of a new offsets                  

product from the GAGE analysis team, and revamped hydrologic loading product from the UNAVCO              

data products team. In concert with this continual growth in the number of stations and data products                 

being archived, the total volume of data holdings increased throughout Y5, with ~153 TB of GNSS                

data (all sample rates, all product levels) now archived in total.  

 

Ensuring successful data flow, both into and out of the archive, continues to be a major activity                 

throughout the year. Considerable effort was devoted to addressing FTP server issues and the primary               

FTP site visible to the public switched several times between machines onsite at the UNAVCO facility                

and at the offsite FRII facility. Long-term archive storage for both the primary and secondary online                

copies was reconfigured to utilize new hard Oracle SAN hardware.  

 

After a year-long preparatory process, on January 3, 2018, the migration of the Archive database               

engine from Oracle to PostgreSQL was accomplished over the course of a few hours. For operational                

archiving the transition was quite smooth, and only a few minor problems cropped up and were                

quickly addressed. On the data and metadata delivery side, it took several days for a handful of                 

unexpected transition problems to be ironed out completely. Systems have been operating            

problem-free since about mid-January, and staff members have moved on to working to complete the               

new Archive Metadata Interface (“AMI”) to replace the old Oracle Forms application (a project in its                

own right with a longer time horizon for completion). Clean up of the schema and other database                 

and operations streamlining make better use of Postgres capabilities. As part of the AMI development,               

the backend Java Spring based web services API (initially developed for the ConnectUNAVCO             

EarthCube project) is being expanded to deliver a wider array of metadata usable within AMI and                

other applications. 

 

Due to changes in the services offered by California Digital Libraries (CDL), UNAVCO is in the                

process of migrating its DOI minting/registration service to DataCite. A first step was for UNAVCO to                

be admitted as a Member of DataCite, which occurred in Y5Q2. UNAVCO manually minted DOI’s via                

EZID in Y5/q4 since changes to the code that registers DOIs are required as part of this migration.                  

New DOI landing pages and a data downloader for DOI’s were developed and made available on the                 

UNAVCO website. 
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An integral piece of the infrastructure is the TEQC software, which is used within UNAVCO, the US                 

research community, the IGS, and the global geodetic research community. Y5 TEQC software             

development incorporated numerous new features and enhancements including improved         

computation of antenna position (improved orbit computation implemented for GLONASS SVs) as            

part of the QC capability, improved encoding of ancillary tilt measurements, cleanup of obsolete              

options, and better representation of meteorological observations upon translation to a RINEX Met             

file. An internal training class on UNAVCO TEQC software for GNSS data preprocessing, prepared              

and taught by Dr. Lou Estey, took place in May. Updated TEQC build versions were released and                 

made available for download by the community throughout Y5.  

 

Archiving software was improved to implement efficiencies for archiving documentation such as            

scanned log sheets, and for further automating the delivery of data in response to campaign requests.                

An additional improvement to the Archive database included verification of antenna dimensions for             

antenna models used with slant height measurements for campaigns. The Plate Motion Calculator on              

the UNAVCO website was updated to include ITRF14 as an option. Work was performed to investigate                

Anubis software for the QCing of RINEX3 data. Significant work was done to address issues with                

GSAC software, including issues that adversely affected COCONet regional data center partners. 

 

Significant time and effort was spent addressing issues related to data search and access via DAI V2.                 

Data flow systems were updated to accommodate the new Xeos Resolute receivers deployed by GI               

Polar Services. Data flow systems continued to be updated in preparation for delivery of the new data                 

products that will be produced by the ACC as part of the reprocessing effort and transition to IGS14                  

products as described in section 3.3.1.  

 

A major effort in Y5Q4 was the re-organization and downsizing of the GNSS physical archive holdings                

including the original records and media containing data and metadata that extend back to the very                

earliest days of UNAVCO and the GNSS community itself. This activity was greatly facilitated by the                

temporary hire of a Data Technician I, Sean Malloy, who performed most of this work in the month of                   

September. Sean performed this work after successfully completing his USIP Internship in August. 

 

3.4.2 Real-Time GNSS Data Flow and Management 

 

UNAVCO was providing high rate (1 Hz), low latency (<1 s) GNSS data streams (RT-GNSS) from                

~896 stations, including 815 PBO (Core and Cascadia), 17 TLALOCNet, 57 COCONet, 6 in Tanzania               

and one in Nepal, at the close of Y5Q4.  

 

RT-GNSS data users are classified into three groups: academic, commercial and government.            

Commercial users were the largest group to access raw RT-GNSS data but government agencies and               

nonprofit consortia collectively downloaded the largest volume of data. Commercial users formed the             

largest group of users both in terms of being registered and active, but the government agency and                 

nonprofit consortia downloaded more data in the year. At the end of Y5Q4 a total of 964 users had                   

requested access since the data set became available; 242 new users were added between the end of                 

Y4Q3 and Y5Q4. Of the new user requests 50 were from academic users, 36 from Governmental users                 

and 156 from commercial users. 

 

As of April 2018 all PPP streams from PBO/NOTA California, Oregon and Washington GNSS sites are                

being ingested by the USGS ShakeAlert geodetic program. While the geodetic component of             

ShakeAlert is still in the development phase, it is anticipated to become a module that will provide                 

more reliable magnitude estimates for events of magnitude > M7. UNAVCO has assisted the              

ShakeAlert partners by providing metadata in the format required by the ShakeAlert RabbitMQ             

system, advice on the quality and availability of the streams and identifying points in the dataflow                

path were latencies are introduced. 
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During Y5, the ability of the real-time PPP solutions for earthquake and tsunami warning systems was                

assessed. The noise in the PPP solutions was analyzed and from that, sensitivity maps constructed.               

The network sensitivity depends on the event magnitude, depth and the allowable alert time. In               

Figure 3-7 the color indicates the number of sites that could detect the surface waves if an event                  

occurred at that location, and shows the ability of the existing PBO real-time network to detect the                 

surface waves from a M7 at 15 km depth in California and a M8 along the cascadia subduction zone                   

interface. 

 

Figure 3-7. Maps showing detection capability of existing PBO real-time network for surface waves              

from a M7 earthquake at 15 km depth in California and a M8 along the Cascadia subduction zone                  

interface. The colors indicate the number of sites that could detect the surface waves if an earthquake                 

occurred at that location. Left, California; sensitivity levels for a M7 at 15 km depth. The S-waves must                  

reach the site with in 30 seconds to be considered useful. Orange lines show plate boundaries and                 

UCERF-3 defined faults. Right, Cascadia; sensitivity levels for a M8 on the subduction zone interface.               

White lines show the depth contour intervals for the subduction zone.  
 

3.4.3 Borehole Geophysics Data: Strain, Seismic, Tiltmeter, Pore Pressure 

 

The archiving of strain, seismic, tiltmeter, and pore pressure data has been stable over the course of                 

the year. Seismic data delivery volumes varied over the year, starting out with a relative low in Y4Q4                  

and increasing to more typical volumes in Y5 before hitting a low in Y5Q4. BSM data delivery volumes                  

continued their trend of gradual increase over the year, setting new records each quarter, with Y5Q3                

volumes more than doubling from Y5Q2 and setting an all-time record, but then showed a rapid                

downturn in Y5Q4. Tilt data delivery volumes increased significantly each quarter, reaching an             

all-time record in Y5Q2 and then lowering significantly in Y5Q4. Pore pressure data delivery volumes               

varied throughout the year following a surge that began in Y4, and with another surge in Y5Q4. While                  

the data volume metrics are tracked with great precision, the underlying reasons for most delivery               

surges, and the primary downloader identities, can not be readily determined due to anonymous user               

access. 
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3.4.4 Lidar – Terrestrial and Airborne Laser Scanning Data 

 

In GAGE Y5, we generated digital object identifiers (DOIs) for all lidar data sets in the archive. In                  

keeping with UNAVCO GDS best practices, we maintain an offsite backup of the TLS archive using                

Amazon’s Glacier cloud storage service. Another area of focus for TLS data support is improved access                

to software required by community members to process and analyze TLS data, including a software               

license server and regularly updated documentation on software access and use. Available software             

includes three seats for Leica Cyclone, 20 seats for the RIEGL RiSCAN PRO and 10 seats for                 

RISOLVE, ten seats for Blue Marble’s Geographic Calculator, 10 seats for ArcGIS, three seats for               

Quick Terrain Modeler, 10 seats for PolyWorks, and five seats for Trimble Business Center. We also                

recently acquired 25 educational licenses for Global Mapper, a GIS software package that features a               

lidar module capable of processing large point clouds. 

 

OpenTopography is the official archive and access point for EarthScope ALS data. Metrics provided by               

OpenTopography reported an average of 136 unique users per quarter throughout Y5. These users              

accessed point cloud and raster terrain products, running 1,335 jobs during this report period. 

 

During GAGE Y5Q2 UNAVCO hired a new Data Engineer on a term appointment to develop the TLS                 

archive and Web service. This DEII has made considerable progress on archive cleanup and product               

standardization. He has also improved data ingestion scripts. Development also progressed for an             

OGC WFS web service end-point to improve access to TLS data and for integration within the broader                 

GDS ecosystem. We expect partners such as OpenTopography will federate this service, adding             

significantly more visibility to the available TLS data. 

 

Throughout Y5 there has been increased interest in community archiving of structure from motion              

(SfM) photogrammetry datasets in the UNAVCO TLS system, resulting in four site visits of              

community collected SfM data in the archive (https://tls.unavco.org/sfm_projects) in Y5Q4. 

 

3.4.5 SAR Data 

 

UNAVCO manages two tasks in support of SAR Data: the archive and GEO Supersites. 

 

SAR Archive 

UNAVCO has managed the SAR Archive since 2005. Under the GAGE award, UNAVCO orders              

European Space Agency (ESA) and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) scenes in response to              

WInSAR user requests. In addition, the WInSAR Executive Committee and UNAVCO arranged for a              

tasking quota with DLR for use by WInSAR. WInSAR users request tasking orders for the               

TerraSAR-X (TSX) mission on a regular basis through a background tasking allocation from DLR.              

UNAVCO archives WInSAR community TSX and ALOS-2 data in the UNAVCO SAR Archive.             

UNAVCO also manages access to the ISCE SAR data processing software package for all members of                

the WInSAR Consortium. WInSAR scenes from ESA are available without cost under their             

EarthScope inspired open data policy. TSX and ALOS-2 data access is restricted to CoPIs associated               

with a specific science proposal approved by DLR or Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA),              

respectively.  

 

UNAVCO maintains the core SAR archive infrastructure, including hardware, database, software, and            

web presence. Data ingest capabilities have been developed to allow UNAVCO to host data from               

newer satellite platforms such as COSMO-SkyMed, ALOS-2, RADARSAT-2, and Sentinel, which has            

recently seen an increased utilization from WInSAR community users. Search and discovery for these              

hosted data is possible through the UNAVCO SAR Archive GUI and API interfaces, as well as the                 

Seamless SAR Archive (SSARA) GUI and API that federates SAR queries from UNAVCO, ASF, and               

Supersites. Access to data from COSMO-SkyMed, RADARSAT-2, ALOS-1/ALOS-2, and TSX are           

restricted to proposal collaborators, and the WInSAR Portal interface permits role-based access to             
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groups of users. 

 

During Y5, SAR data operations are running on Jetstream cloud and wrangler HPC storage, part of                

XSEDE. In Y5Q3, operations were fully migrated to IU Jetstream and wrangler HPC where an NFS                

mount is available with increased bandwidth between the storage backend and VMs. Compute             

resources are currently available to UNAVCO through an XSEDE startup allocation which has been              

extended through the end of GAGE. The entire SAR archive is stored on the Wrangler HPC storage                 

system and the production database, data ingest, and data delivery operations are running on a single                

VM (virtual machine) on Jetstream.  

 

SAR data metrics are shown in Table 3-1. The surge in the volume of SAR data archived continued                  

during GAGE Y5 continued, due to further ingest of a large number of community PI orders of                 

ALOS-2 data in response to a JAXA order deadline that fell on 31 March 2018. The volume of SAR                   

data delivered during this report period was ~4 TB per quarter, with a low of 2.5 TB in Y5Q3 and a                     

peak of 5.0 TB in Y5Q4. 

 

GEO Supersites Support 

For the GEO Supersites and Natural Laboratories (GSNL) initiative, UNAVCO provides satellite            

tasking and data ordering from DLR for some TerraSAR-X Supersites proposals, together with data              

management for COSMO-SkyMed, RADARSAT-2, and ALOS-2 data collected under the Supersites           

initiative. Ongoing data acquisitions from COSMO-SkyMed for the Hawaii and Ecuador permanent            

Supersites are archived and distributed as part of the SAR archive and the volume is included as part                  

of Table 3-1. Search capabilities are provided with UNAVCO SAR services for all Supersites SAR data.                

For these datasets, the list of PIs with access to the data include international collaborators as well as                  

WInSAR community members. To address this expanded community of users and associated access             

constraints, we’ve made several modifications to the WInSAR Portal system to allow registration by              

international partners. 

 

3.4.6 Support of the IGS Central Bureau 

 

As part of its NASA component tasks, UNAVCO supported the International GNSS Service Central              

Bureau (IGSCB) throughout GAGE Y5. Activities included the provision of participant and logistical             

support for the GGOS Consortium Meeting and the IGS governing board meeting in December 2017;               

IGS network coordination support; IGS Site Log Manager support; RINEX3 support; and software             

and cyberinfrastructure support. UNAVCO also managed the registration payment process for           

international travelers planning to attend the 2018 IGS Workshop in Wuhan, China. Numerous             

UNAVCO staff members also served on IGS committees including the IGS Governing Board, the IGS               

Governing Board Executive Committee, the IGS Infrastructure Committee, and the IGS Antenna            

Working Group. 

 

3.5 CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE  

 

Several in-progress projects helped expand the cyberinfrastructure capabilities of UNAVCO GDS. We            

collaborated on an NCAR-led EarthCube Building Blocks award “Enabling Scientific Collaboration           

and Discovery through Semantic Connections” (EarthCollab) based on the Cornell developed “VIVO”            

semantic web ontology and web presentation software. Throughout Y5, work was performed on the              

EarthCube Building Blocks project “Deploying Multi-Facility Cyberinfrastructure in Commercial and          

Private Cloud-based Systems (GeoSciCloud)” in collaboration with IRIS and GNSS analysis center            

subaward partners Central Washington University and New Mexico Tech. We also collaborated with             

NEON, SDSC, and partners in Spain on a SAVI COOPEUS project the European Research Objects               

(ROs) and U.S.-developed (SDSC) Kepler workflow system to make research resources, such as web              

services, reusable and reproducible.  
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UNAVCO GDS along with GAGE GNSS analysis center subaward partners Central Washington            

University and New Mexico Tech initiated evaluation of the Jetstream environment at the Texas              

Advanced Computing Center (TACC) as part of the EarthCube Building Blocks “GeoSciCloud” project             

in collaboration with IRIS. In an attempt to replicate the environment that was built at AWS last year                  

as part of this project. a portion of UNAVCO’s FTP site was copied to TACC. Shortly after completing                  

this, it was discovered that TACC does not support FTP and blocks ports that FTP uses. This                 

restriction will not allow developers to replicate what was deployed at AWS. Developers have been               

communicating with TACC to find a solution but none has currently been implemented. The GNSS               

position web service currently executing at TACC is using the FTP site at UNAVCO and will need to be                   

rewritten to pull data stored at TACC. 

  

An instance of the OGC’s GeoServer was installed to integrate metadata from all UNAVCO data               

collections. In addition to UNAVCO’s collections, this server supports metadata information for GNSS             

data products generated by our community collaborators at the University of Nevada at Reno, and               

allows UNR GNSS time series products to be accessed through UNAVCO web services. The goal is to                 

support a single web service that will return metadata for all sensors for which UNAVCO (and key                 

collaborators) provides data or derived products. To support data in GeoServer, a new schema was               

developed. The metadata from this GeoServer instance now provides a catalog and consistent OGC              

WFS web services for delivering metadata and access to UNAVCO data and products delivered              

through UNAVCO web services. The GeoServer-based OGC services have been provided to the             

EarthCube CINERGI project.  

 

GDS development teams initiated an effort this year to build software that allows users to retrieve all                 

data products from UNAVCO by making spatial and/or temporal selections using a visual geographic              

interface that displays data products availability. This software will use metadata available in the POD               

and served through the GeoServer. In addition, users would be able to plot time series and do                 

comparisons using a new plotting tool. Prototypes of the plotting tool and the graphical user interface                

(GUI) were demonstrated at the UNAVCO Science Workshop along with a corresponding poster             

presentation in order to gather community feedback. The GNSS Data Products Subcommittee (GDPS)             

also reviewed these prototypes and goals/requirements and provided useful input for further            

development. Development work on a web service to provide information on maintenance events and              

earthquakes that could have created offsets in a stations position time series data was also initiated.                

UNAVCO currently receives earthquake information from the GAGE GNSS ACC at MIT and we              

worked with them to associate these events with unique and universal USGS event IDs to facilitate the                 

matching of event information from UNR as well as USGS. 

 

Evaluation of large data management software identified a plugin for Postgres (UNAVCO’s existing             

database technology) that provides scalability for large time series data sets and exceeds Postgres              

performance by orders of magnitude, as data volume grows. Initial testing of the plugin demonstrated               

significant performance improvements. One of the tests inserted all position data from every position              

file within the current GNSS archive (>108 million rows) in roughly one hour. Leverage of existing                

database technology creates efficiencies in support and development. Work continues to look at this              

software as a means of storing and collecting instrument data within a database, allowing for random                

and efficient retrieval. 

 

To support the goals of EarthCube Project 418, UNAVCO made significant progress towards             

incorporating Schema.org metadata encoded in JSON-LD into the UNAVCO data DOI landing pages.             

The DOI API was enhanced to support the EarthCube EarthCollab project. This enhancement allows              

the data on the DOI pages to be searchable by Google. Prototype web pages supporting the required                 

JSON-LD have been vetted by Google staff and Project 418 staff. A dynamic DOI search capability was                 

added and the web pages now display composite DOI’s. Developers are investigating/developing            

functionality that will allow users to copy/paste information for use it in their publications. 
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In support of the IGS Central Bureau, a new version of Site Log Manager that supports the expansion                  

of site identifiers from 4 to 9 characters was pushed to production this year. GDS staff continue to                  

make minor modifications to address issues and needs identified by IGS. 

 

An outside consultant, Ted Habermann, worked closely with GDS staff in Y5Q4 to help identify               

solutions for standardized metadata schema and vocabulary, as well as best practices for providing              

data to external entities and for use within GDS tools and services.  

 

Work concluded this quarter on the NCAR-led EarthCube Building Blocks award “Enabling Scientific             

Collaboration and Discovery through Semantic Connections” (EarthCollab) based on the Cornell           

developed “VIVO” semantic web ontology and web presentation software. Funding for this project             

ended on 31 August 2018.  

 

3.6 Internal Computing Initiatives and Support 

 

3.6.1 IT Highlights 

 

A large amount of disk space was added to UNAVCO’s newer SAN equipment this year at the Boulder                  

facility. Several new compute systems were also added to the VM environment. These storage and VM                

system additions lowered operational risks and improved efficiency by 1) allowing us to retire              

numerous end-of-life hardware systems which eliminating risks associated with old unsupported           

hardware, and 2) allowing us to consolidate development and production to a much smaller number               

of systems due to the increased compute power. 

 

With additional data storage capacity at the Boulder site, we were able to move all data needed to                  

support the non-production environments off of the old SAN hardware and onto the more reliable               

newer SAN equipment. Moving this data allowed IT to retire the SAN controllers in the older                

hardware and reuse the disks shelves in the SAN equipment at UNAVCO’s disaster recovery site in                

Fort Collins. This was critical as the archive was about to become critically low on data storage space.  

 

Additional physical hosts with newer hardware were added to UNAVCO’s virtual computing            

environment. This included the purchase and installation of 3 new systems to replace 11 older systems                

supporting the real-time GNSS platform. The real-time virtual systems were combined with the             

production systems at UNAVCO into one cluster. This provides the real-time system with more              

redundancy should a server fail, and also provides increased overall efficiency of operations. 

 

UNAVCO field engineers replaced communications hardware at more than 200 stations this year,             

either to improve communications (newer equipment at the station) or to move VPN connections off               

older computers in Boulder that were no longer supported. As part of this effort, GDS personnel                

developed a script to automate most of the provisioning for this new equipment and reduce errors.                

We were also able to develop a script that could eliminate the need for a site visit in many cases, and                     

helped speed up migrations to the newer VPN hardware. As result of these efforts, the number of                 

connections on the older VPN hardware was reduced from 440 to fewer than 130. This is yet another                  

example of a significant improvement made by GDS to lower operational risk and improve              

performance and efficiency. 

 

The SUN system that UNAVCO used to support tape backups suffered a physical failure this year such                 

that it could not be restored. Fortunately, due to our robust workflow as well as support from the                  

system manufacturer, software for the tape backups system was re-installed on a new virtual machine               

running CentOS and file backups were successfully re-initiated. We are also investigating a new              

backup strategy that could potentially eliminate the need for backup tapes in the future. 
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All software previously stored in multiple Subversion source code repositories was moved to a single               

repository instance of a Gitlab. Gitlab provides an improved collaborative development across the             

organization and reduced the work IT needs to provide to support multiple code repositories. JIRA,               

the platform UNAVCO uses to track issues, was upgraded so that issues and project planning can be                 

more tightly tied to changes in software.  

 

The IT group rewired and removed old network wiring from the data center this year while upgrading                 

the network to 10G. This upgrade, together with the new systems, now provides transfer speeds up to                 

40G within the VM environment that IT supports. Ethernet connectivity between storage hardware             

and the host systems was also added to help reduce overall connectivity costs and support future                

growth. Additional switching hardware was installed to support the higher speed ports.  

 

Newer releases of Microsoft Operating System no longer support the Cisco’s VPN IPSec service that               

UNAVCO had been using for establishing VPN connections. IT discovered that Microsoft does             

support the use of L2TP/IPsec as an alternative. Using this protocol avoids having to install a client                 

on every Windows laptop and to license fees associated with VPN clients. 

 

A security vulnerability (a.k.a. “Meltdown”) in the Intel processor chips was made public this year. IT                

personnel patched all Dell and Cisco routing hardware to protect UNAVCO from the known              

vulnerability. Vendors also provided UNAVCO with free software upgrades on hardware no longer             

under warranty so that patches for this vulnerability could be applied. 

 

UNAVCO was asked to provide a means to stream real-time GNSS data from a defined set of stations                  

as part of the ShakeAlert project with USGS. Several methods for providing the data were               

investigated. UNAVCO recommended a connection to an unused port on the receiver, configured to              

stream real-time GNSS data simultaneously with the existing port and stream that is used by               

UNAVCO.  

 

The IT group provided support for all interns associated with the RESESS and USIP summer               

programs coordinated by the ECE group. This included preparation and deployment of laptop             

computers, software, creating Google accounts, deployment of office equipment, and internal system            

administrative functions to give the interns access to facilities at UNAVCO. IT staff also provided               

technical support for the interns throughout their time at UNAVCO. At the end of the program, IT                 

withdrew software access rights provided to each intern, deleted intern Google accounts, and wiped              

disk drives on all of laptop computers used by interns during the summer. 

 

3.6.2 Internal Software Development 

 

Development work activities on MDM included the development of an environment that supports             

automated unit and integration testing. The development of this environment helped automate            

testing, reduced changes to the field that break existing functionality and reduced time to introduce               

changes into production.  

 

Functionality to add/remove cellular billing information at the same time that cellular modem             

equipment is added/removed to a station was added to the MDM maintenance interface. This allows               

UNAVCO field engineers to efficiently update equipment and billing information without having to             

enter separate maintenance activities for billing information. Cellular device information (IMEIs -            

International Mobile Equipment Identifiers) was added to cell modem equipment stored within            

MDM. The 15 digit IMEI is used by cell providers to track cell devices and the SIM cards they use.  

 

Work on the new metrics dashboard continued throughout Y5, with numerous enhancements and             

added functionality. The current dashboard can now be used to provide most of the GDS metrics                

reported by UNAVCO to NSF in the quarterly reports.  
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UNAVCO’s web development team worked with with Professor Kristine Larson (CU) to move her              

NSF-funded GNSS Spotlight website (excluding the PBO H2O portal) to the UNAVCO website. To              

replicate the content, the CU portal was recreated at UNAVCO. As part of this process, the content                 

was modernized to meet current web standards and to increase discoverability.  

 

A new version of the state of health (SOH) map used to display status information for stations within                  

the PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet and Polar networks was deployed to production in Y5Q4. Much of               

the work on this project was performed by a USIP intern. 

 

 

 

3.7 GDS PROGRAM SUMMARY 

 

The Geodetic Data Services program manages all the steps from station metadata management and              

downloading, to data flow, product generation, archiving and advanced cyberinfrastructure          

developments, for a heterogeneous mix of sensors. The total volume of data, as well as the types of                  

data and products, continues to grow, as does the user base. The complexity is also increasing with                 

developments in RT-GNSS, implementation of GNSS, handling of geophysical event data sets,            

refinements to TLS archiving processes, and new satellite SAR systems coming online. There is              

greater emphasis on classroom and field course support, including development of online tools.             

UNAVCO GDS activities continue to be international and collaborative in scope and participation. In              

addition to participating in the International GNSS Service (IGS), the International Earth Rotation             

Service (IERS) governance, and supporting the IGS Central Bureau, UNAVCO has been working to              

help remove technical barriers to data sharing by defining best practices and developing software              

tools to facilitate data sharing and discovery from a broad community of international data              

repositories. Data web services, both those that are operational and those under development, are the               

framework for UNAVCO contributions to multi-technique, interdisciplinary, and integrative activities          

such as CooPEUS, GEO Supersites, EarthScope, and EarthCube. While developing new capabilities,            

UNAVCO is at the same time engaged in continual upgrades and modernization of its core services to                 

streamline operations, to maintain a varied suite of software, hardware and databases, and to explore               

new ways to increase efficiencies such as by using using private and public cloud services. 

 

 

4. Education and Community Engagement  

 

The Education and Community Engagement (ECE) program provides technical and educational           

professional development, materials, tools, and resources for students, teachers, university faculty,           

researchers and the general public. ECE promotes community science through outreach and broader             

impacts support and provides support to students and early career professionals through mentoring             

and internships for those interested in careers in geodesy and geosciences.  

 

4.1 ECE PROGRAM SUMMARY 

 

ECE include dedicated staff with expertise in geodesy, science education, journalism and            

communications, instructional design, and broadening participation in science. The ECE team is            

highly collaborative both internally with other UNAVCO program staff and externally with            

universities and other organizations. Four primary areas of focus are aligned to the UNAVCO and               

NSF Strategic Plans and are guided by a Logic Model (Figure 4-1). (A Logic Model is a graphical                  

depiction of resources, audiences, and outcomes and guides program planning and implementation.) 
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Figure 4-1. Logic Model for the ECE Program. 

 

The ECE outcomes for GAGE are articulated in Table 4-1 and are identified in column 7 of the logic                   

model. Activities conducted in support of these outcomes were reported quarterly (see Quarterly             

Reports).  

 

Table 4-1. ECE Outcomes expected during GAGE. 

Priority Area Expected GAGE Outcome 

Professional Development We will broaden the community using UNAVCO-supported tools, data, 

and instrumentation through technical training and online resources. 

Education Resources We will facilitate the development and dissemination of 

geodesy-focused educational materials. 

Community CommunicationsWe will facilitate greater communication of, access to, and 

dissemination of UNAVCO science and education to both the 

UNAVCO and broader community. 

Geosciences Workforce  

Development 

We will facilitate the development of a robust, well-trained and diverse 

geoscience workforce with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to tackle 

emerging scientific and societal issues. 

 

 

Geodesy, Community and Society 

In the final year of the GAGE award, the ECE program continued supporting education efforts across                

much of the K-16 spectrum, conducting outreach to the community and general public, and engaging               

the next generation of geoscientists in professional development and research opportunities. Y5 effort             

centered on communicating the value of science and specifically the value of geosciences and geodesy               

to the public.  
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Education and outreach materials continue to reach a broad audience including teachers, students,             

UNAVCO community members, and landowners who host UNAVCO supported GAGE          

instrumentation. Highlights from this past year include an infographic “What is Geodesy,” distributed             

to 14,000 teachers across the U.S. as part of the AGI Earth Science Week. Over 6,000 calendars                 

featuring Earth Hazards were created jointly with IRIS and distributed to community members and              

the general public. Over 2,500 posters “Measuring the Earth: The Science of Geodesy” were              

distributed to similar audiences. Geodesy-focused curricular materials for incorporation into          

undergraduate program were published and disseminated to university faculty as part of the GEodesy              

Tools for Societal Issues (GETSI) and the SERC InTeGrate projects. A museum exhibit was              

transferred to the Pacific Science Center in Seattle where it was updated and will reach an even                 

broader audience in a major urban environment.  

 

More than 350 community members and students participated in short courses and workshops             

including the bi-annual UNAVCO Science Workshop. Technical short courses, primarily on geodetic            

imaging and InSAR, were held at UNAVCO headquarters, at partner organizations (Scripps Institute             

of Oceanography; OpenTopography), professional meetings (GSA and AGU), and through online           

technologies. Students benefited from UNAVCO support for participation in short courses as well as              

informal meetings and networking at the GSA and AGU annual meetings. Three summer internship              

programs brought a 20 students to work with UNAVCO offering them a glimpse into the world of                 

science as well as providing professional development in the areas of scientific writing, formal and               

informal communications, and skills needed for professional success.  

  

Partnerships 

The breadth of education, outreach and workforce activities supported by the GAGE facility is possible               

only through partnerships and collaborations. ECE developed new collaborations and strengthened           

and refined the focus of existing partnerships with the following organizations and institutions of              

higher education: 

 

Organizations: American Geophysical Union (AGU), City and County of Denver, Digital Globe,            

EarthScope National Office, ExxonMobil Foundation, Federation of Earth Science Information          

(ESIP), Geological Society of America (GSA), Hatfield Museum Science Center, Incorporated           

Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), Joshua Tree National Park, Lawrence Hall of Science,             

Mt. St. Helens Institute, National Association of Black Geoscientists, National Association of            

Geoscience Teachers (NAGT), National Earth Science Teachers Association (NESTA), National Center           

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), National Earth Science Teacher Association (NESTA), Oklahoma           

Geological Survey, Pacific Science Center, Science Education Resource Center (SERC), Southern           

California Earthquake Center (SCEC), University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR),          

USGS Volcano Hazards Program, USGS Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, West Atlanta Watershed           

Alliance (WAWA). 

 

Colleges and Universities: Alaska Pacific University, Arapahoe Community College, Austin          

Community College, Baylor University, Boise State University, California State University-Chico,          

Carleton College, Central Washington University, Clark Atlanta University, College of William and            

Mary, Colorado State University, Colorado School of Mines, Colorado Community College System,            

Community College of Rhode Island, Duke University, Front Range Community College, Ft. Lewis             

College, Idaho State University, Indiana University, Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory, Mt. San            

Antonio College, Oregon State University, Pennsylvania State University, Purdue University, San Jose            

City College, University of Alaska, Anchorage, University of Arizona, University of Arkansas,            

University of California, Berkeley, University of California, Riverside, University of Colorado-Boulder,           

University of Houston, University of North Texas, University of Northern Colorado, University of             

Puerto Rico-Mayaguaz, University of California, San Bernardino, University of Oklahoma, University           

of Texas-Austin, University of Victoria, Syracuse University, Virginia Tech, Wesleyan University,           

Western Washington University, Whatcom Community College, Wilkes University. 
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Appendix A: Continuous GPS networks for which UNAVCO 

provided engineering and data support. 

 

UNAVCO provides operations and management (O&M) support at various levels to continuously operating             

GPS stations in PI networks. The O&M support includes data downloading, state of health monitoring and                

reporting, resolving communications and equipment issues, shipping replacement equipment, and          

working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems. UNAVCO, working closely with PIs and their                

collaborators, provides this O&M support at three broad levels of effort as follows. (Note: In addition to the                  

EAR and Polar networks listed here which received both engineering and data archiving support from               

UNAVCO, and also in addition to the PBO/COCONet/TLALOCnet networks operated by UNAVCO, ~1,000             

community GNSS sites received data archiving only support from the UNAVCO Data Center.) 

 

● High–UNAVCO provides centralized O&M support that may include retrieving the data,           

monitoring station data flow, and proactively responding to problems with data flow or station              

hardware. Problems are fixed remotely working with collaborators if necessary. If maintenance            

trips or materials are required for O&M, these are provided by the PI’s project. 

 

● Medium–PI or collaborators download the data from the stations, monitor station data flow, and              

handle most problems themselves. UNAVCO provides engineering and technical support on a            

request basis. Any UNAVCO Engineering maintenance trips and materials required for O&M are             

provided by the PI’s project. 

 

● Low–UNAVCO provides only archiving support and a low-level of technical support. UNAVCO            

does not monitor or download data from the stations. UNAVCO provides engineering and             

technical support on a request basis. 

 

Table A-1. List of continuous GPS networks supported by UNAVCO in GAGE Y5 for EAR and Community                 

investigators. 

Network Name or Location Principal Investigator # 

Stations 

PI Funding Source Level of 

Effort 

Africa Array Andy Nyblade, Penn State 

University 

12 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics  

high 

Bangladesh Michael Steckler, LDEO, 

Columbia University 

6 NSF-EAR high 

Caltech Nepal Jean-Philippe Avouac, 

California Institute of 

Technology 

20 NSF-EAR high 

COCONet  John Braun, UCAR et al 123 NSF-EAR: IF high 



Costa Rica - Nicoya Tim Dixon, University of 

Miami 

16 NSF-EAR: 

Tectonics 

high 

Galapagos Dennis Geist, University of 

Idaho 

9 NSF-EAR: 

Petrology and 

Geochemistry 

high 

Hastings Timothy Dixon, USF 4 Community Other high 

HoustonNet Guoquan Wang, University 

of Houston 

65 NSF-EAR: IF high 

Mediterranean Rob Reilinger, 

Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology 

12 NSF-EAR: 

Tectonics 

high 

Mid-America Robert Smalley, University 

of Memphis 

16 NSF-EAR: IF high 

Mississippi Delta   Michael Steckler,  LDEO 3 Community Other high 

Oak Ridge Earthflow 

Observatory  

Noah Finnegan, UC Santa 

Cruz 

3 NSF-EAR: 

Geomorphology 

and Land Use 

Dynamics 

high 

Oklahoma Deformation Robert Smalley, University 

of Memphis 

8 NSF-EAR:RAPID high 

Pakistan Roger Bilham, University of 

Colorado 

3 NSF-EAR: 

Tectonics 

high 

Panama Peter LaFemina, Penn State 

University 

5 NSF-EAR: 

CAREER 

high 

RAPID-Bolivia Mike Bevis, Ohio State 

University 

9 NSF-EAR: RAPID high 

RAPID-Mineral Seth Stein, Northwestern 

University 

2 NSF-EAR: RAPID high 

Rio Grande Rift Anne Sheehan, University of 

Colorado 

21 NSF-EAR: 

EarthScope 

high 

Susitna-Watana Jeff Freymueller, University 

of Alaska 

1 Community - UAF high 



Tanzania Volcano 

Observatory  

Sarah Stamps, Virginia Tech 6 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

high 

Telica Volcano Peter LaFemina, Penn State 

University 

13 NSF-EAR: 

Petrology and 

Geochemistry 

high 

TLALOCNet UNAVCO Community 35 NSF-EAR: IF high 

CAP Andes Mike Bevis, Ohio State 

University 

6 NSF-EAR: RAPID low 

Denali Fault Jeff Freymueller, University 

of Alaska, Fairbanks 

4 NSF-EAR: 

Tectonics 

low 

EBRY Bob Smith, University of 

Utah 

6 Community USGS low 

Idaho National 

Laboratory 

Suzette Payne, Idaho 

National Laboratory 

12 Community INEL low 

MacKenzie Mountains Jeff Freymueller, University 

of Alaska, Fairbanks 

4 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

low 

NOAA AOOS   AOOS Community 2 Community Other low 

Pacaya Volcano  Gregory Waite, MTU 2 NSF-EAR: 

Geomorphology 

and Land Use 

Dynamics 

low 

Popocatepetl Enrique Cabral-Cano, 

UNAM  

1 Community Other low 

Puerto Rico   Alberto Lopez , UPRM 5 Community Other low 

SAGE, New Zealand Peter Molnar, University of 

Colorado 

10 NSF-EAR: 

Tectonics 

low 

Socorro Ronni Grapenthin , NMT 2 Community Other low 

Solano County UNAVCO Community 2 Community Other low 

SuomiNet-A Various EAR/ATM PIs 5 NSF-ATM low 

SuomiNet-G (Geodetic) Various EAR/ATM PIs 2 NSF-ATM low 



USGS Menlo Park   Jerry Svarc Jessica Murray 

Christian Guillemot  

1 Community - USGS low 

USGS Volcano Science 

Center 

Alaska, Hawaii, and Cascade 

Volcano Observatories 

129 Community - USGS low 

Salmon Falls Creek Benjamin Crosby, ISU 4 NASA medium 

Alaska Jeff Freymueller, University 

of Alaska, Fairbanks 

9 NSF-EAR medium 

Andaman Islands  John Paul, Memphis State 

University 

3 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics  

medium 

Azerbaijan Continuous Rob Reilinger, 

Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology 

4 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics  

medium 

BARGEN Brian Wernicke,California 

Institute of Technology 

3 Community Other medium 

Calabria Michael Steckler, LDEO, 

Columbia University 

2 NSF-EAR: IF  medium 

Central Asia Tom Herring, 

Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology 

6 NSF-EAR: 

Continental 

Dynamics 

medium 

Central Iceland Rick Bennett, University of 

Arizona 

14 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics  

medium 

Colorado Plateau Corné Kreemer, University 

of Nevada Reno 

34 NSF-EAR: 

EarthScope 

medium 

CORS Giovanni Sella, NGS/CORS 1 Community 

NGS/CORS 

medium 

E. Med and Red Sea 

Continuous 

Rob Reilinger, 

Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology 

2 NSF-EAR: 

Tectonics 

medium 

Ecuador Peter La Femina, Penn State 

University 

6 NSF-EAR:RAPID medium 

Ecuador-IGEPN   Paul Jarrin Patricia 

Mothes  

20 Community Other medium 



El Salvador Chuck DeMets, University 

of Wisconsin-Madison 

4 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

medium 

Ethiopia Tectonics Roger Bilham, University of 

Colorado 

10 NSF-EAR: 

Tectonics 

medium 

GPS Soil Moisture Kristine Larson, University 

of Colorado 

6 NSF-EAR: IF medium 

GULFNET Louisiana State University 16 NSF-EAR: IF medium 

HOPRnet Ronni Grapenthin , NMT 8 Community Other medium 

Jalisco, Mexico Chuck DeMets, University 

of Wisconsin-Madison 

3 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

medium 

Las Vegas Geoff Blewitt, University of 

Nevada, Reno 

1 NSF-EAR: 

Hydrology 

medium 

Malawi Rifting Donna Shillington, 

Columbia University 

10 NSF-EAR: 

Continental 

Dynamics 

medium 

Mauna Loa James Foster, University of 

Hawaii 

22 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

medium 

Nepal  Jean-Philippe Avouac, 

California Institute of 

Technology 

11 Community Other medium 

Oaxaca, Mexico Chuck DeMets, University 

of Wisconsin-Madison 

3 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

medium 

Plutons Matt Pritchard 4 NSF-EAR medium 

Southeast Alaska Jeff Freymueller, University 

of Alaska 

2 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

medium 

Southest Montana Becky Bendick, University 

of Montana 

3 NSF-EAR: 

Geophysics 

medium 

Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir Becky Bendick, University 

of University of Montana 

1 NSF-EAR medium 

UNAVCO UNAVCO Community 3 Community Other medium 

 

 

  



Table A-2. List of continuous GPS networks supported by UNAVCO in GAGE Y5 for PLR investigators. 

Network Name or Location Principal 

Investigator 

# 

Stations 

PI Funding 

Source 

Level of 

Effort 

 

Arctic Networks 

         

GNET Jennifer 

Mercer, NSF 

42 NSF Polar 

Programs 

High 

Arctic UNAVCO operated cGPS reference 

stations (Located at Barrow, Toolik Lake 

Camp, Atqasuk in Alaska and Summit 

Camp in Greenland. 

UNAVCO 4 NSF Polar 

Programs 

Med 

GLISN IRIS/PASSCAL 3 NSF-EAR Low 

 

Antarctic Networks 

         

LARISSA Pippa 

Whitehouse, 

British Antarctic 

Survey / 

UNAVCO 

7 NSF Polar 

Programs 

Med 

ANET Terry Wilson, 

Ohio State 

University 

36 NSF Polar 

Programs 

High 

Whillans Ice Stream SALSA Helen Fricker, 

Scripps Inst. 

8 NSF Polar 

Programs 

Med 

Antarctic UNAVCO operated cGPS 

reference stations (Located at McMurdo 

Station, South Pole Station, Palmer 

Station.)  

 

cGPS core reference stations in McMurdo 

Dry Valleys region: COTE, FLM5, DNTH, 

FTP4 

 

cGPS Network on Mt Erebus. 

 

McMurdo Dry Valleys LTER  (TYLG, LRFR) 

Meghan Miller, 

UNAVCO 

4 

 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

7 

 

2 

NSF Polar 

Programs 

High 

Collaborative Research: Role of the Central 

Scotia Sea Floor and North Scotia Ridge in 

the Onset and Development of the Antarctic 

Circumpolar Current  

Ian Dalziel, 

University of 

Texas, Austin 

3 NSF Polar 

Programs 

Med 

Collaborative Research: Implementing 

low-power, autonomous observing systems 

to improve the measurement and 

understanding of Antarctic precipitation 

Mark Seefeldt 3 NSF Polar 

Programs 

Med 
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Appendix B: Impacts 

 
1. What is the impact on the development of the principal discipline(s) of             

the project? 
 

UNAVCO manages GAGE, the geodetic facility of the NSF, and supports geoscience research and              

education using geodesy. GAGE supports all aspects of the scientific research process including             

instrumentation and equipment support, data archiving and dissemination, and broader impacts support.            

Scientific investigations supported include the study of earthquake processes, mantle properties, active            

magmatic systems, plate boundary zone deformation, intraplate deformation and glacial isostatic           

adjustment, global geodesy and plate tectonics, atmospheric science, global change, and polar processes.             

Details of projects supported are given in the accomplishments section of this report.  

 

2. What is the impact on other disciplines? 
 

The GAGE Facility supports cutting edge, interdisciplinary science using geodesy within the broader             

realm of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). In addition to the core discipline of               

geodesy, the instrumentation, data, tools, and data products provide scientific researchers from a wide              

variety of geoscience disciplines to leverage GAGE services. This provides a plethora of disciplines with               

cutting edge technology to support scientific investigations.  

 

In addition, geoscience applications are included in STEM education materials and distributed at both the               

K-12 level and in higher education. The inclusion of geodetic data into education materials is transforming                

instruction. It provides students with an unprecedented opportunity to be immersed in the science using               

real world data. This is critical in training the next generation of scientists at the university level and is an                    

emerging focus of K-12 education with the development and adoption of the Next Generation Science               

Standards (NGSS).  

 

3. What is the impact on the development of human resources? 

 

The GAGE facility supports a highly popular short course series each year whereby community experts               

teach a short course in their disciplinary expertise. The courses provide training in cutting edge scientific                

techniques and software for processing and analyzing data from the data archive. Students participate in               

these professional development training sessions through financial support of the GAGE facility. During             

this past year technical short courses and educational-focused workshops were supported by the GAGE              

facility reaching hundreds of participants including researchers, university faculty, graduate students,           

postdoctoral scholars, undergraduate students, and K-12 faculty. When possible, courses are offered in a              

hybrid format (synchronous online and face-to-face), in essence doubling the capacity of courses and              

enabling us to reach a broader - global - audience.  

 



Staff provided mentoring support for three summer research internships. The Research Experiences in             

Solid Earth Science for Students (RESESS) program serves underrepresented minorities in geosciences.            

Eight undergraduate students participated in the program in 2018. A science colloquium featuring the              

research of each student providing students a professional environment to develop their research             

presentation skills. The Geo-Launchpad internship program is a work-experience internship for Colorado            

community college students. UNAVCO hosted four students who worked at the U.S. Geological Survey in               

Lakewood, Colorado. They worked under the supervision of USGS staff, providing staff with both the               

opportunity to engage with community college students and learn more about the work the GAGE facility                

conducts and supports. Staff engineers directly mentored four Geo-Launchpad interns. UNAVCO also            

supports the UNAVCO Student Internship Program (USIP) where interns from undergraduate and            

graduate programs conduct work directly on UNAVCO-GAGE scope of work. Eight USIP interns worked              

under the supervision of six staff, some of whom do not have regular management responsibilities.  

 

UNAVCO supports the maintenance of a GPS/PBO focused museum display at the Pacific Science Center               

in Seattle, Washington. The exhibit highlights the EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory network in the              

Pacific Northwest with its upgraded realtime data streaming capabilities. The museum hosts over a half               

million visitors annually. Monitoring a Shifting Earth is a hands -on exhibit designed to reach a broad                 

audience, including students either on field trips or after school programs, families, and senior groups.               

The exhibit offers a regional perspective on the processes responsible for earthquakes and tsunamis in the                

Seattle area. Museum visitors explore and learn about basic plate tectonics concepts and natural hazards               

relevant to the Pacific Northwest, how the GPS in a smartphone compares to a high precision GPS                 

receiver used by the EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory, and how land near the coastline is being                

squeezed inland and building potential energy that could be released as an earthquake, resulting in strong                

ground shaking and tsunamis. Additionally, visitors learn about the role that the upgraded PBO GPS               

network is expected to play in hazard mitigation with a combined real time GPS and seismometer                

earthquake early warning system. 

 

Geodetic-focused education materials provided through the UNAVCO website and the Science Education            

Research Center (SERC) at Carleton College were accessed by K-12 teachers and college faculty and               

incorporated into their classes. The implementation of these materials into the classroom impacts several              

thousand undergraduate students per year. 

 

UNAVCO staff provided exposure of the GAGE facility work through outreach to local community groups,               

rotary clubs, park service professionals and interpreters, K-12 students and teachers, and undergraduate             

students. Outreach activities include science cafes, formal and informal presentations, participation in            

community organized science fairs, and field camps and field education experiences. 

 

4. What is the impact on physical resources that form infrastructure? 
 

As described in the accomplishments, the equipment, engineering, data, and educational resources            

provided by UNAVCO in management of the GAGE facility ensure high quality data are acquired, archived                

and curated. UNAVCO is a leader in NSF facilities in leveraging emerging technologies and best practices,                

including transforming the physical resources to support the community including cloud computing,            

virtual machines, online short course instruction, and an expanded online database for engineers and              

researchers.  

 

 



5. What is the impact on institutional resources that form infrastructure?  

 

As described in the accomplishments, equipment, engineering, data and educational resources provided            

by the GAGE facility ensure high quality data are acquired, archived and curated. 

 

6. What is the impact on information resources that form infrastructure? 

 

Same as above. 

 

7. What is the impact on technology transfer? 

 

UNAVCO staff, under GAGE, provided support for community networks including the Caribbean network             

(Continuously Operating Caribbean GPS Observational Network, COCONet) and Mexican         

GPS-Meteorological Observational Network (TLALOCNet). Regional Data Centers and Regional Mirror          

Data Center Sites provide additional community capacity in the Caribbean as a result of UNAVCO training                

and assistance with infrastructure development. Software developed for the Regional Data Centers            

(Dataworks) is available to any group having data to share. 

 

8. What is the impact on society beyond science and technology? 

 

Outreach efforts have a broad impact on a large segment of society, beyond our key research and                 

academic stakeholders. Some instrumentation is installed on private property. Outreach efforts with            

property owners have expanded their knowledge of the value of geodetic data in issues of local relevance                 

such as water availability and earthquake early warning. A museum display in Seattle focuses on the how                 

the hazards of earthquakes and tsunami are better understood through GPS and the Plate Boundary               

Observatory. This improves public knowledge about the basic of GPS and the value of GPS to earthquake                 

early warning and tsunami warning. A wall calendar for 2019 with the focus of “Earth Hazards” presents                 

the practical applications of geodesy and a focus on why the science matters. Over 6,000 calendars were                 

distributed to the public.  

 

Through social media (Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, Facebook and Twitter) UNAVCO has reached tens             

of thousands of individuals beyond our core stakeholders. Instagram posts share the work of GAGE in a                 

visual manner with the ability to tag and search easily. Pinterest is used by a high percentage of K-12                   

educators, thereby increasing our reach to the next generation of scientists with visual representation of               

what science supports. YouTube videos provide explanations and show animations of complicated            

scientific concepts related to GAGE supported science. Videos are also available of seminars focused on               

community science. The UNAVCO Twitter feed reaches an audience interested in science news, policy,              

and geo-related opportunities. The UNAVCO Facebook page engages a broad spectrum of the geoscience-              

interested public through geoscience news, interesting facts, summaries and photos of GAGE activities in              

support of the community, and geo-focused humor. Communications are framed in “plain English” and              

easy to understand terms to reach the broadest audience. The combination of these media channels has                

resulted in more people than ever being aware of and engaged in the conversation about GAGE supported                 

science.  

 


